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from the editor

One of the things I’m most
proud of about our work
on CAA Magazine is the
variety of stories we’re able
to tell. When you publish

a magazine for 1.7 million people—united,
of course, by their CAA Memberships—you
need to produce a publication that will
appeal to a wide range of interests.
To do that, you need great storytellers.
This issue showcases quite a few, including
three who are on staﬀ. Kristen Koch,
our associate editor, juggles a variety of
responsibilities, from writing to copy
editing to editing the Compass section.
Kristen pitched a fun story about learning
to drive unusual machines (“Crushing It,”
page 29). A few months later, she found
herself spending an a"ernoon in the
Georgia heat, operating a tank.
Contributing writer Andrew Raven
has covered everything from celebrity
Q&As to car reviews to in-depth features.
It just so happens that he has one of
each in this issue. In his feature story (“High
Definition,” page 44), Andrew explains in
detail how cannabis legalization has led to
a change to Canada’s impaired-driving laws.
We know this is something CAA Members
are keen to learn more about.
Managing editor Claire Cooper plays
a key role on our team. She works closely
with me as well as our CAA counterparts,
coaches writers, develops ideas and
makes sure all the work gets done by
deadline. She was able to take a brief break
to sample New Orleans’ culture (“Deux It
Up,” page 8) as the Crescent City celebrates
its 300th anniversary. Luckily for us, she
returned to the oﬃce in time to steer
another issue to publication. Enjoy her
story—and all the others in this issue.

ADAM MCCULLOCH
writer, photographer

Adam McCulloch (“Cold
Comfort,” page 35) has now
visited all seven continents
including Antarctica. He
recently won the First Pages
Prize at the Stockholm
Writers Festival for his novelin-progress, The Silver Trail.

LEAH OVERSTREET
photographer

Leah (“Crushing It,”
page 29) specializes in
portrait, lifestyle and
documentary photography.
She has worked in the photo
department at GQ, Vogue
and Men’s Journal. She was
also the photo director at
MTV Networks for six years.

Paul Ferriss
Editor

caamagazine@totemcontent.com
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JOEL CASTILLO
illustrator

A Toronto-based illustrator,
Joel (“High Definition,”
page 44) has contributed to
the New York Times, the Boston
Globe and the Wall Street
Journal, among others.
He teaches digital illustration
at OCAD University.

PHOTOGRAPHY [PAUL FERRISS] FELIX WEDGWOOD
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TESTIMONIAL
WONDERFUL TO
HAVE GOOD EYES
Madeleine wrote to us
to tell her story of how
Blue Berry™ has impacted
her quality of life and helped her enjoy her
favorite hobby - painting beautiful landscapes.
Here is her story:

“ My name is Madeleine. I am retired and live in Montreal.

In my spare time, I enjoy spending time in nature, painting beautiful plants and landscapes. In my later years, my
eyes began to weaken. I was very sad about this, because
I love painting, which is demanding on the eyes and requires accurate vision.

HEALTHY YOU
For over 20 years, New Nordic has been the
leading Scandinavian provider of high quality
natural supplements.
BRAIN FOG AND
CONFUSION?

My optometrist diagnosed me as having Age-related
Macular Degeneration (or AMD), and told me this only
gets worse with time.
Then I noticed an ad about Blue Berry, and I read about
a man who had used it to maintain his eyesight. In hopes
of getting the same results, I bought a box at the pharmacy. Now I have been taking it for almost a year and I
am thrilled with the results. I am enjoying painting and
my spirits are lifted.
I am very happy to have found this product, and I highly
recommend it to anyone who wants to take good care of
their vision.”
- Madeleine F., Quebec

Are you finding it hard to concentrate or
remember things? Do you experience brain
fog or confusion? Then try Clear Brain , a
natural supplement designed to increase
your mental clarity and help you avoid
long-term memory problems. Each tablet
contains high amounts of proven brain
boosting nutrients from walnuts, ginkgo,
pomegranate, tea leaves
and pine bark.
TM

SUFFERING
FROM TINNITUS?
Ear Tone is a supplement developed for
people with tinnitus. It contains bioactive
nutrients, herbal extracts and minerals, such as
ginkgo, magnesium and pine bark, which are
well documented to influence microcirculation
and relieve the perception of tinnitus.
TM

New Nordic products are available at participating retailers
and online. For more information or to purchase directly, visit
our website or call toll free number 1-877-696-6734.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
YOUR EYESIGHT
DETERIORATING?

#1 EYE
SUPPLEMENT IN
SCANDINAVIA

New Nordic’s Blue BerryTM
is based on high concentrations of carotenes and
antioxidants, extracted from
wild low-bush Swedish
blueberries and marigold
flowers (as lutein).
Blue BerryTM nourishes the
central macular of the eyes,
protects the eyes from free
radicals and helps maintain
eyesight, even in conditions
of AMD and cataracts.

newnordic.ca
Online Store
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Breathtaking
This is Niagara Falls!
We’re as close as it gets...
99

*PP/DB includes a beautifully appointed room, a
One night from $
Romantic Fallsview Dinner for two high atop the Skylon Tower Revolving Dining
Room, breakfast for two in Coco’s Restaurant at Holiday Inn, a Niagara wine tasting
at Inniskillin Estate, full use of Nordic Spa and more!
• Really Get Close... Two-Night Breakation Package... From $170* PP/DB.
• Ask about our super Niagara Attractions Package.

Call Now!
1-800-263-9393
holidayinnniagarafalls.com

or contact CAA at
Niagara Falls, Canada

1-800-992-8143

*Rates listed in CAD. Rates per person double occupancy. Prices valid Sun - Thurs. Holidays, weekends higher. Free parking. Taxes and fees extra.
All rates in Canadian dollars. Valid Sept Oct 10 2018 - May 13 2019. Child add-ons, whirlpool suites, gift certificates available.
Visit www.holidayinnniagarafalls.com for details.
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Talkin’
Travel

ACTION FIGURES

JOIN TOP TRAVEL EXPERTS

How six CAA School Safety Patrollers in Ottawa helped
keep their fellow students safe

to get the inside scoop
on exciting destinations,
exclusive offers and special
CAA Member benefits at an
upcoming CAA Travel Talk.
It’s all happening at your
nearest CAA Travel Store.

NEPEAN
River Cruising 101

November 20, 2018

Active and
Polar Journeys

November 27, 2018

ORLEANS
Ocean Cruising 101
With a Focus on
Celebrity Cruises
December 5, 2018

Insight Vacations
January 8, 2019

STITTSVILLE
Trafalgar

November 27, 2018

AmaWaterways
Rhine Getaway

PHOTOGRAPHY ISTOCK.COM/LEEKRIS

T

December 11, 2018
HE CAA SCHOOL SAFETY PATROL®

program trains student
volunteers to help keep their
peers safe in school zones and on school
buses across Ontario. Late last year, six
CAA School Safety Patrollers in Grade 5
at O!awa’s École élémentaire catholique
Terre-des-Jeunes had the chance to put
their training into action when their
school bus collided with a car.
The Patrollers supported the bus
driver by quickly ensuring that nobody
was hurt and helping calm the students,

HOW TO REACH US

some of whom were just three years old.
They then organized themselves to help
transfer the students to a new bus across
the street.
These student volunteers are among
the 20,000 Patrollers in the CAA School
Safety Patrol program across 800 schools in
Ontario. Now in its 89th year, the program
teaches road safety while building teamwork
and leadership skills. Meanwhile, schools
benefit from extra safety in school zones.
For more details about the program, visit
caaschoolsafetypatrol.com.

membership@caaneo.on.ca

@CAANEO

SUDBURY
Top Destinations to
Visit in Latin America
and Africa With
National Geographic
Journeys and
G Adventures
January 16, 2019

For more information
and to RSVP, visit
caaneo.ca/events.

facebook.com/CAANEO

caaneo.ca
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niquely playful.

Explore,
lore Plan & Save at VisitOrlando.ca
VisitOrlando c

Check out these exclusive offers from our travel partners.

Bahama Bay Resort & Spa

Balmoral Resort Florida

Experience the unexpected comfort of
a vacation rental with two- and threebedroom villas just 10 minutes from
Walt Disney World Theme Parks and
attractions. Senior rates available.

Luxurious vacation homes with private
pool and world-class amenities: water
park with slides, zero-entry pool, arcade
games room, on-site bar & grill, and
much more!

1-855-512-9453
SeniorsSavingsInOrlando.com

1-866-584-5527
BalmoralResortFlorida.com

Holiday Inn Club Vacations® at
Orange Lake Resort

Holiday Inn Club Vacations® at
Orlando Breeze Resort

More Room, More Fun, More Savings!
Experience a 21-acre waterpark with lazyriver near Walt Disney World Resort.
Save 25% with Visit Orlando promo IPKGV.
Plus free Wi-Fi and parking.
1-866-892-5890
HolidayInnClubVacations.com/orlandoresort

Condo-style suites the family will love!
Near Disney and nearby attractions plus
free Wi-Fi and parking and family fun
amenities. Save 25% with Visit Orlando
promo IPKGV.
1-855-441-2617
DiscoverHCV.com/florida-resorts

DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando
at SeaWorld
Escape to the DoubleTree by Hilton
Orlando at SeaWorld—you will love our
new redesigned vacation oasis! Free
transportation to SeaWorld® Orlando
and Universal Orlando Resort™.
1-407-352-1100
DTResortOrlando.com

Margaritaville Resort Orlando
Opening early 2019, Margaritaville Resort
Orlando features a lagoon-style pool and
soft sand beach, 14-acre water park and
so much more, located minutes from area
theme parks.
1-855-995-9099
MargaritavilleResortOrlando.com

Travel / Auto / People / Leisure

WHERE ARE YOU?

A GREAT
DEPRESSION

spot wildebeest
and zebras on their
yearly trek across
the crater’s floor

It was a blast that rocked
eastern Africa. Nearly three
million years ago, in what’s now
northern Tanzania, a massive
volcano exploded. The eruption
was so violent that it le! behind
a divot around 20 kilometres wide.

Today, that hole is known as
the Ngorongoro Crater, and the
area is home to one of the greatest
concentrations of wildlife in the
world: some 25,000 animals,
which swells to 1.7 million during
the annual migration of
wildebeest and zebra.

PHOTOGRAPHY MIKEL HENDRIKS/GETTY IMAGES

Descending to the crater floor
is like entering a lost world.
Its wide, grassy plains are divided
from the surrounding landscape
by a string of unbroken walls
up to 600 metres tall. In this
colossal petri dish, lion cubs
learn to hunt, and the endangered
black rhino clings to survival.
–Andrew Raven

NGORONGORO 3.1618° S 25,000
CRATER
TANZANIA
35.5877° E
LOCATION

POPULATION

zebras, lions,
rhinos and more

DID YOU KNOW?

About 40,000 Maasai people,
many of whom are traditional
herders, live nearby, and their
cattle often graze in the crater.
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DESTINATION

DEUX IT UP

1

6

Capping oﬀ a year of festivities for its tercentennial,
New Orleans is le"ing the bon temps roll. Here’s our guide to
the best of the French Quarter and beyond. –Claire Cooper
IN THE FRENCH QUARTER
HOW TO EXPLORE

DRINK AND LEARN COCKTAIL TOUR
Elizabeth Pearce (1) brings the past
to life over “four drinks and three
centuries in two hours,” helping you see
local inventions like the Sazerac through
the lenses of immigration, economics
and sugar-cane prices.

2

WHERE TO HAVE BRUNCH

3

BRENNAN’S
With its crisp white linens and
smartly dressed servers, this
restaurant makes any meal feel
like a special occasion. Leave room
for bananas Foster—a Brennan’s
creation—flambéed tableside (2).

BEYOND THE FRENCH QUARTER
HOW TO EXPLORE

FREEWHEELIN’ BIKE TOURS
The history lesson starts as soon
as you begin pedalling. Find out how
neighbourhoods like Treme were
settled and where jazz first began (6),
then take a break at St. Louis Cemetery
No. 3 and City Park.

7

WHERE TO HAVE BRUNCH

PALOMA CAFE

8

The avocado toast (7) on the menu is
the first hint that this laid-back spot
in the up-and-coming Bywater area is
a more recent (but welcome) arrival
to this tradition-loving city.
WHERE TO HAVE DINNER

WHERE TO HAVE DINNER

NEW ORLEANS
SCHOOL OF COOKING
Chef Ricardo is full of interesting
facts, explaining the significance
of Creole ingredients and techniques.
While he talks, you’ll cook, making
crowd-pleasers like crabmeat ravigote
and alligator sauce piquante (3).
WHERE TO SHOP

4

ROYAL STREET
If you left room in your suitcase, head to
this dense collection of antiques shops
specializing in furniture (4). Many of
the businesses are family owned
and have been for generations.

DRAGO’S
Charbroiled oysters (8) are the
main attraction here, but you’ll also
find Creole staples, like gumbo and
crawfish étouffée, plus blackened
alligator tacos on order.
WHERE TO SHOP

MAGAZINE STREET

9

Stroll the Garden District’s
retail side on a stretch known
for its locally owned shops.
Browse pretty housewares at
Sunday Shop (9) or vintage—
and vintage-inspired—finds
at Trashy Diva.
WHERE TO STAY

WHERE TO STAY

HOTEL MONTELEONE

5

CONTEST
ALERT!
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This luxe landmark has seen its share
of boldfaced names since it opened in
1886. Do as Hemingway did and grab
a seat at the rotating Carousel Bar (5)
for a cocktail after check-in.

JUNG HOTEL & RESIDENCES
Located just outside the French
Quarter on bustling Canal Street (10),
this circa-1920s property was recently
restored to its original polish. Seek
relief from the city’s heat in the
rooftop pool.

10

Go to caamagazine.ca and enter for a chance to WIN A ONE-WEEK TRIP FOR TWO TO LOUISIANA . Turn to page 26 for full
contest details and regulations.

compass
Cozy up with
double ma!resses and
warm wood panelling,
plus handy
charging ports

TRAVEL TIPS

PHOTOGRAPHY [CHAIR] RUNZELKORN/GETTY IMAGES; [JAZZ] GOLDEN RICHARD/ALAMY; [DRAGO’S] CHRISTOPHER MOORE/GETTY IMAGES;
[TOUR, BRENNAN’S, SCHOOL, MONTELEONE, PALOMA, SHOP, JUNG, PANGEA] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES. ILLUSTRATION ARTHUR MOUNT

small wonders
The miniscule rooms of Canada’s first
capsule hotel max out on smarts and style

The latest addition to Whistler’s bustling village draws inspiration
from Japanese capsule hotels, with personal sleeping pods
and affordable rates (starting around $55 per night). But Pangea Pod
Hotel’s 88 pint-sized rooms, which opened last summer, feel anything
but spartan. Modular shared bathrooms—with separate shower
and vanity rooms—mean there’s never a wait to wash up.
As for bulky equipment, store it in the communal Toy Box, a space
to lock up skis, bikes and all manner of gear. –Reiko Milley

ASK AN EXPERT

SHOP
TALK

CAA auto expert
Michael Shore answers
your questions
GET MORE
FROM CAA
Trust CAA with your car
insurance. Find out more
about coverage and rates
at caaneo.on.ca/insurance/
automobile-insurance.

Q

Every couple of weeks, my
2003 Chevy Monte Carlo LS
will not start. There’s no clicking
or cranking, but all the lights
come on. Do you have any idea
what’s wrong?
AJ Ba!ista
A: Technical bulletins were issued for this
vehicle regarding intermittent no-crank/
start problems. One of the main faults was
poor cable connections at the battery, so
make sure these connections are very clean
and making good contact. Another problem
could be the neutral safety system, which
keeps the engine from cranking while in
Drive. It may think the engine is in gear
when it’s actually in Park or Neutral.

Q

My 2007 Hyundai Santa Fe has
periodic ignition lock problems.
The car only starts a#er I wait
15 minutes and re-insert the key
several times. Is there anything
else I can try?
Steve Down
A: I’m not sure why waiting 15 minutes
would change anything, unless the keyed
ignition is worn and inserting the key
multiple times eventually releases it.
Have it looked at by a certified technician.
If there is excessive wear, eventually you
won’t be able to get it to release.

SEND YOUR CAR QUESTIONS TO
caamagazine@totemcontent.com
WINTER 2018
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compass
INSPIRATION

CAR
PLAY

RACE PACE

Three great gift ideas
for the auto-obsessed
young—or young at heart
–Leah Rumack

Anki Overdrive:
Fast and Furious
Edition
This is a next-level
racing game, played
with artificially
intelligent robot cars
commanded (over Wi-Fi)
by their leader: you!
A free app turns your
smartphone or tablet
into a remote control,
sound-effects machine
and scorekeeper. Easyto-assemble magnetic
tracks can be laid out in
multiple configurations
to battle against your
pals or the machine.
Speed around corners
like Dom Toretto,
knock your opponents
off the track and
screech to victory.

NOSTALGIA TRIP

Hot Wheels 50th Anniversary Favourites Collection
To celebrate their 50th anniversary, Hot Wheels has released a limited-edition collection
of some of the most popular vehicles from their archives. Grandparents might get misty-eyed
over the sparkling 1956 Chevy or groovy 1965 Ford Galaxie, while parents relive their
childhoods with the sporty 1971 Javelin. Meanwhile, the actual kids will be playing with the
rest of the collection. Who cares what year they’re from, as long as they’re cool?

raise a rear
scre en to fend off
goldfinger—or
sticky fingers

SPY WARE

Lego James Bond
Aston Martin DB5
Get a licence to build with
this slick replica of the
1964 Aston Martin DB5 that
everyone’s favourite spy
drove in Goldfinger. Part of
Lego’s Creator Expert series
(meant for collectors who
are over 16), this little zipper
comes as a 1,295-piece set
loaded with all the features a
proper agent needs: front-wing
machine guns, ejector seat
and revolving number plates.
Oh, and a door compartment
with a telephone.
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Stairway to
(champagne)
heaven: each step
leading to the
Clicquot cellars
represents a
vintage year

READING LIST

EXPLORERS

CLUB

PHOTOGRAPHY [CARS, BOOK] COURTESY OF MANUFACTURERS; [STAIRS] FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI/GETTY IMAGES
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CULTURE

POP ICON

Following a New Year’s bottle of champagne from grape to glass
on a visit to the home of Veuve Clicquot –Corrina Allen
1772

1818

2009

THE INSPIRATION

THE FAMILY GENIUS

Reims, France, is
home to the Gothic
cathedral where
French kings were
once crowned. But
it was the sunshine
and shallow soil, ideal
for grape-growing,
that inspired Philippe
Clicquot-Muiron
to take root there.
He established the
brand’s vineyards,
which you can still
visit by booking
a private tour on
foot or bicycle.

Under the
leadership of
Clicquot’s widowed
daughter-in-law, the
House became a
powerhouse of the
Champagne region.
In 1818, Madame
Clicquot became
the first vintner to
blend red and white
wines to create a
rosé champagne.
During her lifetime,
her champagne was
sipped in royal palaces
across Europe.

THE ONGOING
TRADITION

•

•

•

The bubbly you
might open to ring
in 2019 is made,
in part, from grapes
harvested in 2009
and fermented in
Clicquot’s UNESCO
World Heritage–
classified cellars.
The crayères, as
they’re known in
French, are just
an hour’s train
ride northeast of
Paris and open
to the public.

2018

•

THE POP
You can still book
time to visit the
Clicquot archives and
page through the
notebooks of former
cellar masters. But
perhaps the best way
to understand the
blend is to splurge
on a bottle for New
Year’s Eve. Welcome
2019 with a toast to
the first-ever woman
to run a champagne
house—and the guest
of honour at life’s
biggest celebrations.

Atlas Obscura’s popular
website is all about
igniting wanderlust,
with its weird and
wonderful stories of
unusual destinations
and gastronomic
curiosities. So it’s no
surprise their debut
book on the world’s
hidden wonders was
a runaway hit.
But what about the
budding globetro!er?
Enter The Atlas
Obscura Explorer’s
Guide for the World’s
Most Adventurous Kid .
Surprising facts, fun
tips and full-colour
illustrations abound in
this quirky catalogue,
which takes young
readers to locations in
47 diﬀerent countries
across the globe. If you
know an imaginative
kid who’d love to explore
Mexico’s mysterious
crystal-filled caves or
a meteor crash site in
Siberia, they might
just like to find this
guidebook under the
tree. –Reiko Milley
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

compass

SUNNY
GETAWAY
With Hilton offering up to
15% off hotel and resort
bookings for CAA Members,
there’s never been a better time
for an island escape. The only
question is where to go?
HAWAII offers a stunning
landscape that’s great for
hiking—if you need a break from
surfing their famous waves.

White-sand beaches and
clear blue water make the
CARIBBEAN ISLANDS a favourite.
From Jamaica to Barbados,
you’ll find incredible food,
snorkelling and music—the
memories will outlast your tan.
in particular is
ready to welcome visitors.
Though there are some
restrictions—ask your travel
consultant for updates—the
island’s beauty, history and
culture are well worth a visit.
PUERTO RICO

Go to caamagazine.ca for
amazing things to do and
fabulous places to stay in
Hawaii, the Caribbean
and Puerto Rico.

When the
steering wheel
lights up green,
Super Cruise
is a go

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

CRUISE CONTROL

The Cadillac CT6 is an impressive launch of autonomous
tech from one of Detroit’s Big Three –Ma!hew Guy
I’M BEHIND—BUT NOT TOUCHING—

the wheel of a Cadillac CT6 sedan
equipped with Super Cruise, a
new system that GM bills as true
hands-free highway driving.
LiDAR map data ensures that
you can only activate the system

I safely drove more
than 200 kilometres
at highway speeds
without touching
the steering wheel
on controlled-access highways in
Canada and the U.S. Once it’s on,
cameras and radar sensors, paired

12 | CAA MAGAZINE

with GPS technology, read the
road markings to steer and centre
the car in its lane. If a slower car
appears ahead, the system gently
applies the brakes to maintain a
safe following distance.
There’s lots of buzz around
autonomous systems offered by
newer brands, but not even the latest
Tesla deploys the driver-monitoring
tools the CT6 does. A small camera
on the steering column uses infrared
lights to track the driver’s head
position and make sure you’re paying
attention. If your focus strays, you’ll
get a series of escalating alerts, and
Super Cruise will eventually shut off.
I safely drove more than
200 kilometres at highway speeds
without touching the steering
wheel—and after that, I’m definitely
paying attention to this tech.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF CADILLAC

Leave the snow behind
for an island retreat

Warm up
ON ISLAND TIME

Get up to 15% off
in Puerto Rico, Hawaii and
the Caribbean*
CALL 1-877-655-5694 | CLICK WWW.CAA.CA/HILTON
VISIT YOUR LOCAL CAA STORE

*Valid for current CAA/AAA Members only. Subject to availability at participating Hilton Portfolio Hotels. Must present your current and
valid CAA/AAA Membership card at check-in. 15% off is based on the Prepay and Save rate and is discounted off of the hotel’s Best Available Rate. Additional restrictions may apply. See general disclaimers under terms & conditions for details. Visit CAA.ca/Hilton for full offer
Terms & Conditions.

Rewards
PREFERRED HOTELS

® CAA, CAA logo and CAA Rewards trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
© 2018 Hilton. All trademarks of the Hilton Portfolio are owned by Hilton or its subsidiaries.
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GOOD
AS GOLD

find sleek,
modern homeware
in a gold-rushera building

4

Its mining days are long gone,
but Whitehorse still has a
wealth of shops, eateries and
great coﬀee for visitors to enjoy
8

DAY 1

Check in to the Coast High
Country Inn (1), tucked
between the frozen Yukon
River and the compact,
walkable heart of downtown
Whitehorse. Once, its claim
to fame was the multi-storey
statue of a Mountie out
front; now, it’s best known
as the hotel that hosted Will
and Kate (a.k.a. the Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge)
during their royal tour in 2016.
The Main Street shopping
area is just a few blocks
away. Find works by local
authors at Mac’s Fireweed
Books (2), then seek out
Yukon-made art at North End
Gallery (3). The Collective
Good (4) sells a lovingly
curated selection of clothing,
locally made jewelry and
much more.
Come cocktail hour, sit
down at Woodcutter’s
Blanket (5), in a renovated
heritage log building on
Second Avenue, and trust
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the bartenders—they
know their stuff. For dinner,
head to cozy Sanchez
Cantina (6), where you’ll
find the finest Mexican food
north of the 60th parallel.

10

1

DAY 2

Start your day with Yukonroasted coffee and tasty
treats at the appropriately
named Baked Café + Bakery
(7), where everybody in
town seems to gather. Then
make the 20-minute drive
north of town to Muktuk
Adventures (8), a guest
ranch that’s also the home
of champion dogsled racer
Frank Turner. Muktuk offers
half- and full-day guided
outings with the dogs,
including the opportunity
to drive your own sled.
For an après-mush
warm-up, try Winterlong
Brewing Co. (9). Ask the
well-informed staff for beer
recommendations or get a
tasting flight to go with the
British-style savoury pies
and decadent Scotch eggs.

7
12

this mountie
stands
guard at the
coast high
country inn

9

EVA HOLLAND

TONWEN JONES

If the skies are clear and
you can stay awake, look
up an aurora forecast and
venture out to Grey Mountain
Road, Chadburn Lake Road
or Fish Lake Road (10), away
from downtown’s bright
lights, for a DIY northern
lights viewing experience.

8

13
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DAY 3
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5
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3
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4
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6

1

Late night of aurora
hunting? Sleep in if you
must, but don’t miss the
best brunch in town at
Burnt Toast Café (11). Cross
the street to the recently
expanded and renovated
MacBride Museum (12) to
get your fix of Yukon history.
Weather permitting,
pick up a hot beverage
at Midnight Sun Coffee
Roasters (13) and bundle up
for a stroll along the paths
beside the Yukon River.
This vital, fast-moving and
often unforgiving river was
the highway to the Klondike
gold fields for thousands
of prospectors during the
gold rush of 1898. Even if
you saw their stories in the
museum, a winter walk by
the banks will give you a new
appreciation for what those
men and women faced.
3

9

WHEN TO GO Temperatures may be low in the winter, but the city’s mix of

5

indoor and outdoor adventure—and array of coffee spots—will keep spirits high.
WHERE TO STAY Make like royalty and opt for the Coast High Country Inn.

WINTER 2018
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test
drive

ANDREW RAVEN

the updated
silhouett e gives
the le af a more
cont emporary look

Nissan is hoping a redesigned Leaf can
fend off a wave of electric competitors

T

HERE WAS A TIME when the Nissan Leaf was the electric

car everyone was talking about. But the five-door
hatchback, which debuted in 2010, has seen its thunder
stolen by newer, flashier competitors, like the Tesla Model 3
and the Chevy Bolt.
So for 2018, Nissan gave the godfather of the everyday electric
car its first major overhaul, adding power, upping its range and
refreshing its look. The result is a high-tech, fun-to-drive city car
that, most of the time, won’t make you regret quitting gas.
Nissan has done a nice job redesigning the Leaf, giving it a
sleeker, meaner look than its cutesy predecessor. In contrast
to some electric cars—cough, BMW i3, cough—it doesn’t take
pains to broadcast to the world that it’s battery powered.
But you notice its electric pedigree as soon as you step on the
accelerator. Unlike in a gas-burning car, the Leaf’s 236 lb-ft of
torque kick in instantly, catapulting it forward. At some stoplights,
we were leaving behind vehicles with way more horsepower.
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Leaf and keep it a safe
distance from cars ahead.
The Leaf’s biggest
downside is its range, which
is about 240 kilometres on a
charge (about 140 kilometres
less than the similarly priced
Chevy Bolt). For city driving,
that’s not a major problem.
But with EV infrastructure
still in its infancy, another
100 kilometres of range could
sure come in handy. Still, the
Leaf is an impressive package
dripping with futuristic tech.
For anyone eager to dip their
toes into the world of electric
cars, it’s a great option.

PRICE AS TESTED

$39,898
DRIVING RANGE

242 km
BATTERY

40 kWh lithium-ion
POWER

147 hp;
236 lb-ft of torque

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF NISSAN

The
Godfather,
Part II

That get-up can tax the
Leaf’s 40-kilowatt-hour
battery, so Nissan included
Eco mode, which throttles
back performance and
increases battery life. If
you’re especially overcome
by range anxiety, you can
turn on what Nissan calls
the e-Pedal. It automatically
applies the brakes when
you take your foot off the
accelerator, sending energy
back to the battery. Mastering
the e-Pedal can take a while,
but once you do, it’s a hoot.
The Leaf’s handling is
perfectly fine; it won’t
blow your socks off around
corners, but there’s nothing
to complain about. And the
interior is spacious, with
nice materials and plenty of
room for five adults.
Our test model came
loaded with gadgets,
including navigation, Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto.
It also had Nissan’s ProPilot
technology, which can
automatically steer the

this
vs.
that

MARC SALTZMAN

SWEPT AWAY

This clever robot
returns to its
charging station
when it’s done

There’s li!le more satisfying than watching winter grit,
crumbs and pet hair disappear, leaving swaths of clean floor.
We tested an autonomous floor vacuum and
a hand-held cordless model to see
which one sucked more
—in a good way.

VS.

!Roomba 690!
$499.99

Have better things to do than clean your home? Use an app
to schedule this Wi-Fi-enabled robotic floor vac, setting it to
roam about your space when you leave for work. Or, while at
home with your feet up on the coffee table, use your voice
to tell this disc-shaped ’bot to start cleaning via your Google
Home or Amazon Echo smart speaker. We loved that the
94-millimetre-tall Roomba could clean under couches and
navigate around obstacles, but despite its specially designed
“edge-sweeping” brush, it didn’t handle corners very well.
PRICE.

CLEANING.

FEATURES.

CONVENIENCE.

DYSON

!Cyclone V10 Motorhead!
$599.99

If it’s power you want, this cordless Dyson features 14 cyclones
that generate forces of more than 79,000 Gs and grab lots of
allergen-containing dust and debris from carpets and floors.
This light and slender vacuum cleaner is easy to use—it weighs
just two and a half kilograms, quickly transforms to a hand-held,
and offers a “point and shoot” ejection system so you can drop
what it collects right into the garbage—but of course you need
to manually do the deed. At 60 minutes, battery life is more
than enough to do a quick sweep before company arrives.
PRICE

CLEANING

FEATURES

CONVENIENCE

SHOPPING TIP Before buying a vacuum, assess the type of cleaning you usually do. Does your home have lots of carpet and rugs?
Upright vacuums with a bag are your best bet. Mostly hardwood or tile floors? Canister vacuums on wheels are easier to maneuver.
Hand-held and stick vacs are great for smaller jobs, while robot vacs are for busy (or lazy) types whose top priority is convenience.
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iROBOT

Get incredibly
powerful suction
fro m this
cord-free cle aner

AT

TARA NOLAN

home
bla ck oil
sunflower seed
tops chickadees’
pecking orders

flight
deck
A bird feeder is a
great way to keep
your backyard lively,
even in the coldest
weather. Here’s how
to set one up.

A

S THE WEATHER COOLS and gardens are

put to bed, consider feeding feathered
friends who stick around in winter
instead of heading south. “If birds find your
yard, they don’t have to go a long way away
to replenish their energy sources,” says David
Currie, president of the Nova Scotia Bird Society.
Currie puts his own bird feeders out toward
the end of October and takes them down on
May 1. Hang the feeder—most birds will come

to a platform model—at least five metres away
from windows, and use translucent decals on
the glass to help reduce collisions.
Choose a spot that provides cover—with trees
and shrubs nearby, for safety from predators—
but is still visible from inside the house, so you
can enjoy seeing the birds. Clean up seed on the
ground to avoid visits from unwanted critters,
like mice, and refill the feeder once it’s empty,
which could be daily.

Good Grub

WHAT SHOULD YOU ACTUALLY FEED THE BIRDS?
The Canadian Wildlife Federation has packaged birdseed blends
approved by a wildlife nutritionist. Their Songbird Medleys mix
includes niger for smaller birds, like finches and warblers (which
will require a tube feeder), while the Vibrance mix has peanut
pieces and safflower for medium-sized birds, like blue jays.
Suet is a high source of protein and energy, and will attract
woodpeckers, nuthatches and chickadees, Currie says.
Sean James, a master gardener and owner of Sean James
Consulting & Design in Milton, Ont., leaves plants such as
coneflowers, asters and liatris standing in the garden for winter
nourishment. “It’s not just seed heads, but any little nooks in
the stems that bugs might live in that are important,” he says.
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Birds can
snack on
coneflower
plants, too

WHY IT’S
IMPORTANT TO
MAINTAIN
A SPARKLING
FEEDER
In the Atlantic
provinces, a
parasite called
Trichomonas
gallinae can infect
birds, especially
purple and gold
finches. (Similar
cases have also
been reported
in Ontario and
Quebec.)
To keep the
disease from
spreading in your
backyard, Currie
says to scrub your
feeder regularly
in a bucket or
sink with one part
bleach to about
nine parts water.
Wear gloves and
allow it to dry
before refilling
with fresh seed.

PHOTOGRAPHY [CHICKADEE] CHANTALE OUELLET/GETTY IMAGES; [CONEFLOWERS] MAARIGARD/GETTY IMAGES

KEEP IT CLEAN
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Embrace the North Instead
of Heading South This Winter

Visit Montreal for an urban adventure the whole family will enjoy

[ICE BOWLING] © BENOIT; [FAMILY] © TOURISME MONTRÉAL MADORE/MAUDE CHAUVIN

WHEN EVERYONE ELSE

is hibernating, plan a trip
to Montreal to play in the
snow. What can you do on a
long weekend in the winter?
From free art installations to
outdoor festivals, there’s no
limit to the fun you can have.
Every weekend from
January 15 to February 15,
2019, you can step out of
Jean-Drapeau metro station
and into a winter wonderland
at Parc Jean-Drapeau
with Fête des neiges . Get
your adrenaline pumping with
activities like dogsledding,
snowshoeing and snow
tubing, and you won’t even
feel the cold. At Parc Jeanra eau, you’ll also find
family-friendly performances,
heated rest stops, and even
a baby centre with rocking
chairs and nursing pillows.
While park admission and
most activities are free, save
on the ones that aren’t by
purchasing an Accropasse.
When the sun goes down,
Montrealers don’t go home,

and neither should you. After
dinner, swing by Old Montreal
for Cité Mémoire , one of
the world’s largest projection
circuits. This free art installation
features 25 multimedia
tableaux projected onto
various spots in the area. Use
on-site Wi-Fi to download your
favourite circuit on the free
Montréal en Histoires app.
Stay out a little longer and
put on your dancing boots for
Igloofest , the coldest—and

coolest—music festival in the
world. Running from January
17 to February 2, 2019,
these nine nights of heartthumping beats gather
DJs from around the world,
giving the grown-ups a
chance to play outside.
See another side of the city
by zip lining over Montréal
en lumière. The festival runs
from February 21 to March 3,
2019 and includes slides, a
Ferris wheel, music, theatre,

dance and interactive art
installations. For the gourmet,
a fine dining rogram
features hundreds of chefs
and wine producers. The
highlight of the event is
Nuit blanche on March 2, an
urban adventure that attracts
around 300,000 nighthawks
to explore 200 (mostly free)
cultural experiences from
dusk until dawn.
Before bidding the city
adieu, catch a glimpse of
the Jacques Cartier
Bridge to see if its mood
matches yours. raffic,
weather and social media
data collected throughout
the day determine how
the bridge comes to life at
night, re ecting the ulse
of the city through lights and
animation. The bridge also
responds to mentions of
Montreal on social media—
light it up using the hashtag
#illuminationMTL.
For more ways to spend a
weekend in Montreal, go to
caamagazine.ca.
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Workin’
Hard

Showrunner Catherine Reitman
finds a hit by exploring the pitfalls
of motherhood

a struggling actress living in a “constant
state of rejection.” Today, the 37-year-old
is living in Toronto and filming the CBC comedy
Workin’ Moms, which she produces and stars in.
We spoke with Reitman about that career turnaround,
the challenges of being a new mother and what it’s
like being part of a famous Hollywood family.

CAA Workin’ Moms follows the lives of four mothers
who are struggling to balance their family and
professional lives. Where did the idea come from?
CR A!er giving birth to my first son, Jackson,
I went back to work probably too quickly and
experienced some pre"y severe postpartum
depression. I brought it up in mommy groups and
with friends and my own mother, but it didn’t
seem to be a conversation that anyone wanted to
have—like it was contagious or something. That
led to me writing a few scenes…and here we are
in the middle of Season 3.
CAA You come from a family of filmmakers. Your
dad is Ivan Reitman, who directed Ghostbusters,
and your brother is Jason Reitman, who directed
Juno. When you get together at family dinners, do
you talk about film?
CR Yeah, sure. We talk a li"le bit of shop. [But] it’s
less about fantasy and Hollywood and glamour,

Being an actor generally
sucks.... For me, the
only way to get out of it
and find a li!le control
in my life was to write.
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WHO

Catherine
Reitman
and more “Hey, I did an 18-hour day and the
twins I was working with didn’t want to be held.
And their mom’s giving me the stink eye. And
I’m losing daylight.”
CAA I heard you pitched the idea of writing a
medical dramedy to your dad and he said, “Leave
that to Aaron Sorkin.”
CR That’s the truth. He’s always giving it to me
straight. [But] he’s also my biggest cheerleader.
I talk to him almost every day. He asks me about
what I’ve accomplished on set, how am I handling
the fires. I won the lo"ery as far as dads go.
CAA Before Workin’ Moms, your acting career
had stalled. You said you were living in a “constant
state of rejection,” right?
CR Oh man. Being an actor generally sucks.
There’s a concern, especially as a woman, about
how long [your career] will last. For me, the only
way to get out of it and find a li"le control in
my life was to write.
CAA Season 2 ended on a heavy note. Your
character, Kate, discovers that her husband is
cheating on her. Where is Season 3 heading?

CLAIM TO FAME

Creator and star
of Workin’ Moms
on CBC
HOMETOWN

Grew up in
Los Angeles, but
lives in Toronto
FAVOURITE
TRAVEL SPOT

Her parents’
home in
Montecito, Calif.,
where her family
usually heads
for Christmas.
“When it’s not
flooding or on
fire, it’s a pretty
incredible
retreat.”
DOESN’T TRAVEL
WITHOUT

Kindle and
eye cream

CR Season 3 really explores Kate having an
“aha” moment, realizing where life has landed
her and what she wants to do now.
CAA What’s your grand plan for the show? Do
you know how this is going to end?
CR Everybody’s dead. We’re in a cemetery, four
tombstones. Nathan [Kate’s husband] walks away,
smoking a cigare"e. [Reitman laughs.] I wish I could
say I know how it is going to end, but I don’t.

Season 3 of
Workin’ Moms
airs in January

PHOTOGRAPHY [PORTRAIT] MATT BARNES; [SHOW] COURTESY OF THE CBC
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FEW YEARS AGO, Catherine Reitman was

HELP WILDLIFE THRIVE.
ADOPT A CANADA LYNX

WWF.CA/SHOP

P
aradise,
Found

A TRIP TO THIS PORTUGUESE
ARCHIPELAGO LEAVES VISITORS WITH
AN INDELIBLE IMPRESSION THAT GOES
BEYOND ITS NAMESAKE WINE
JACQUELINE SWARTZ

M
This page: the
ornate, manicured
Madeira Botanical
Gardens overlook
the Atlantic
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ADEIRA IS A BOUNTY of the

unexpected—and it begins even
before you step oﬀ the plane.
Though the archipelago is part of Portugal,
the islands are closer to North Africa than to
mainland Europe. My flight from Lisbon to
Funchal takes an hour and a half, and with
water flanking the landing strip, it looks
like you could slide into the Atlantic Ocean.
(Which of course doesn’t happen, though
the landing is known as one of the most
diﬃcult in Europe.)
For an island, it’s not a very beachy place.
The towering cliﬀs on this volcanic high-rise
reach up to more than 1,860 metres, and
the shores are marked with dark pebbles,
leaving much of the swimming to be done in

large infinity pools at the island’s oceanside
hotels. Taking a dip in the Pestana Grand’s
saltwater pool, I feel like I could float out into
the ocean beyond.
My journey starts in Funchal, the capital
and Madeira’s epicentre, where most of the
hotels (including mine), restaurants and
shops are set. One morning, I head to the
well-known Mercado dos Lavradores farmers’
market, where I’m greeted by a rainbow of
colours at the entrance. Women dressed in
traditional red skirts and white blouses are
selling flowers: bright orange and yellow birds
of paradise, acanthus and camellias.
What really lures me, however, are the
stalls selling succulent tropical fruit. Passion
fruit comes in eight varieties, and there are

PHOTOGRAPHY [GARDENS] EYE35.PIX/ALAMY; [BEACH] E.D. TORIAL/ALAMY;
[PONCHA] ADAM EVANS/ALAMY; [LOOKOUT] © SEBASTIAN WASEK/SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO

PORTUGAL

Clockwise from top right:
Fajã dos Padres beach;
looking out and below at
Cabo Girão; poncha makes
for a lovely aperitif

pineapples, mangoes and custard apples.
A fruit seller points to a pile of small bananas
and urges me, “Try, try, it is our specialty.”
They turn out to be exceptionally sweet.
Most of these fruits were brought to Madeira
by Portugal’s seafaring explorers, and they
flourished on the island where, it seems,
anything can grow.
From its explorers to its islands to its
fish-centred cuisine, Portugal is very much
about the sea. My own ocean experience
takes place in a small Zodiac on a quest to
see whales and dolphins. The creatures don’t
show up, but it is exciting to be on the vast—
though choppy—Atlantic. My destination,
14 kilometres from Funchal, is Fajã dos Padres,
named a!er the Jesuit priests who founded
vineyards here in 1595. I emerge from the
boat, climb up metal stairs and come upon
what looks like another world: a sunny
outdoor restaurant shaded by palms. From
here, the Atlantic looks calm, and so blue.
Lunch begins with poncha, a drink made
of sugar-cane rum, lemon juice and honey.
It’s followed by Terras do Avô, a chilled local
white wine that accompanies grilled limpets
and the specialty of the island, black scabbard
fish, with a mango sauce. The greens and
tomatoes come from the organic garden,
along with everything from cauliflower to
courge"es. Tropical fruits grow here, too, as
well as the single-vineyard Malmsey grapes
used in the wine that gave Madeira its name.
There are co"ages for rent on this fertile
property, but I have other places to see.
My next step is up. A three-minute ride
in a sleek, swaying cable car takes me to the
lookout point of Cabo Girão, one of the most
spectacular on the island. At 580 metres, it is
one of the highest cliﬀs in Europe. There
is a suspended glass platform walkway for

The only time
I have seen
clouds below me
like this is from
the window of
a plane
those who want a panoramic view. Now,
I’m starting to get into the vertical groove.
But there are higher places in Madeira—
much higher. And the best way to get there
is in a Jeep four-by-four. From my hotel in
Funchal, I join a small group, and we journey
up the mountains, past a rocky plateau and
then a road so thickly bordered with puﬀy
rhododendrons that it looks like a wedding
display. “In the old
days, even animals
couldn’t climb these
hills,” says our guide,
Antonio, driving with
reassuring skill.
A!er about an hour—
and lots of hairpin
turns—we arrive at the
Pico do Arieiro, 1,818
metres above sea level.
The only time I have
seen clouds below me
like this is from the
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window of an airplane. I am anticipating
Madeira’s signature experience: a walk along
the levadas, which are narrow irrigation
channels ingeniously built to bring water
from the north to other parts of the island.
With more than 2,000 kilometres of
levadas on the island, the paths alongside
them cover just about every level of
diﬃculty. The trail I take, Vereda dos Balcões,
is one of the easiest and most spectacular.
It begins at Ribeiro Frio, a tiny village with
two restaurants and a trout farm, and winds
its way past native trees like laurel and
mahogany. Walking on the path and listening
to the water’s gurgling sound, I spot wild
acanthus in pink and purple, and even some
cherry trees. Birds are chirping, and the misty
green seems far away from tropical Funchal.
A kilometre and a half later, the walk ends
at the Balcões lookout, where I get the view
of a lifetime: the central mountain chain
and the laurel forest, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. I am awed by what I see—the
clouds below, the small, sloping farms, and
everywhere, the flowers and fruit. All of it,
an unexpected kind of paradise. CAA

Clockwise from top right:
a visitor strolls alongside a
levada near Pico do Arieiro;
tropical fruits like bananas
grow well in Madeira; checking
out the goods at the Mercado
dos Lavradores in Funchal
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Say Hello to...

CAA’s New & Exclusive
Car Rental Partners!

TOP MEMBER EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS
INCLUDED FOR ALL 3 BRANDS:
Member Exclusive Discounts on Rentals Worldwide!
Additional Benefits Available in Canada and the U.S.:

» Two Free Additional Drivers
» Free Unlimited Mileage*
» Discount on GPS Rentals**
» Free Infant / Child Safety Seat***
» 10% off Prepaid Fuel Options
» Plus Earn CAA Dollars on a Full-Size or Larger Vehicle
®

To learn more, visit CAA.ca/carrental or call 1-844-557-1699
Offer valid as of January 1st, 2018. Must present a valid CAA Membership card at time of booking. Offer is not combinable with other offers. In order to
earn CAA Dollars, a valid CAA Membership number is required at time of booking. CAA Dollars offer is only applicable to car rentals of a Full-Size or larger
vehicle in Canada or the U.S. *Free Unlimited Mileage is available on most rentals. **GPS Rentals only available at airport locations. ***One Free Child Safety
Seat per rental available at airport locations only. Terms and conditions apply. Visit www.caarewards.ca for full details. ® CAA, CAA logo, CAA Rewards and
CAA Dollars trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

HOLLY
JOLLY
WINTER
REWARDS

‘Tis the season to celebrate with CAA! Take full

advantage of your Membership with special holiday
savings on travel, shopping, dining, and so much more.
Get on the road to winter fun and use this guide to find
out all the ways you could SAVE this Christmas!

This is a special advertorial supplement
from CAA North & East Ontario

2

SANTA’S MAP
TO CAA SAVINGS

1

GET READY

SAVING IS A CINCH–JUST SLEIGH YOUR

Always—safety ﬁrst! Did
you know that a CAA
Membership is available in
Classic®, Plus® and Premier®
levels? Make sure you have
the right CAA coverage for
your needs this winter.
Go to getcaa.ca.

WAY THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS! WITH A
CAA MEMBERSHIP, YOU’LL BE RIDING
HIGH ALL SEASON LONG.

GEAR UP
…because we all can’t ﬂy with
Santa! Make sure you have a
CAA Roadside Emergency
Kit. It comes with all the
necessities you might need in
case of a breakdown on the
road. Visit your CAA Travel
store to pick one up—for
yourself or as a gift!

4

3

TRAVEL SAFELY

TAKE A BREAK
Even the jolliest Christmas elf
needs a break every now and
then. Treat yourself, friends
and family to a dinner out.
Show your CAA Membership
at Kelseys, New York Fries,
Montana's and
SAVE 10%!*

5

DON’T BE A SCROOGE
Get a jump on the season of
giving with your CAA card.
You’ll have access to the best
deals and discounts in town!
Use your Membership to save
in-store or online at your
favorite retailers. For a full list,
visit caarewards.ca.

Stick it to Old Man Winter
with a set of new wheels
to get you to and from
your destination safely. As
a CAA Member you can
EARN up to 125
CAA Dollars® with the
purchase of four eligible
Pirelli tires.*

PLAN A GETAWAY
6

Give winter a rest and escape
to warmer climates! If you’re
dreaming of a white sand
beach or tropical rainforest,
CAA Travel is your ﬁrst stop in
planning. Visit a CAA Travel
store, call 1-800-267-8713,
or visit caaneo.ca.

STAY PROTECTED

7

Whether you’re visiting
family out-of-province,
or friends in the States;
no matter where you
go, make sure you travel
protected with CAA Travel
Insurance. CAA Members
SAVE 10%!1

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details. 1. CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions,
limitations and restrictions apply. A medical questionnaire may be required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days. Applies to CAA Members in good standing. Ten percent (10%) discount applies to the total premium,
excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies. Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance. Visit your CAA Travel store, call 1-800-267-8713, or visit caaneo.ca/TravelInsurance for details.

DO I NEED
?
W IN T E R T IR E S

interize
your ride!
Frigid temperatures, sleet, slush, salt and snow can
all wreak havoc on your vehicle. Prepare for the dark
months ahead with these five special, car-saving tips
from CAA partner NAPA Auto Parts.

1

INSTALL your
winter tires when
the average
temperature
is around 7°C
and check
the pressure
regularly. Cold
temperatures
cause a drop in
tire pressure,
which affects
their ability to
bite into ice and
snow.
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2

REPLACE
wipers. Consider
installing blades
wrapped in a
rubber boot to
seal out sleet, ice
and snow.

4

INSPECT
battery cables
and terminals
for corrosion.
Clean them
with a wire
brush if needed.
You need all the
amps you can
get to start your
engine on these
cold winter
days.

CHECK ﬂuids.
Be sure to
use winter
windshield
washer and
check oil and
antifreeze
levels regularly.
Keep your gas
tank at least
half-full.

BE PREPARED for the unexpected by keeping an
emergency kit in the trunk: jumper cables, booster
pack, ﬂashlight, ﬂares, blanket, gloves and a shovel.

Get yours this season:
CAA MEMBERS EARN UP
TO 125 CAA DOLLARS® with
the purchase of a set of four
eligible Pirelli tires.*
According to Pirelli experts,
winter tires will:

Reduce stopping
distances on snowy, icy,
and wet roads

Improve grip when
temperatures reach
below 7°C

Improve a vehicle’s handling
and braking on slippery or
uneven surfaces

CAA MEMBERS
ALWAYS SAVE
10%!*

DO YOU HAVE THE RIGHT CAA MEMBERSHIP?
Before you head out on the road this winter, make sure you’ve got the right level of CAA
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620 290 123456
7 000
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H

IT’S THE AGE-OLD DEBATE:
do I need snow tires or can
I get away with all-seasons?
Snow tires may not yet be
mandatory in Ontario, but
for drivers that have made
the investment, feeling is
truly believing.

care. A CAA Plus® Membership offers 200 km of towing, while a Premier® Membership
includes 320 km. Call 1-844-252-3648 or visit your nearest CAA Travel store to upgrade!

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for more details.

EARN 125
CAA Dollars®

1 LOQI BACKPACKS

2

Non-Member Price: $20.00
Member Price: $17.00
3

2 SWISS GEAR BRIEF CASE

Non-Member Price: $59.95
Member Price: $51.00
3 TECH ACCESSORY

ORGANIZER
Non-Member Price: $13.95
Member Price: $11.90

1
4

4 ANTI-THEFT CLASSIC

CROSSBODY BAG
Non-Member Price: $88.95
Member Price: $75.60

5

5 HALO LUGGAGE

Non-Member Price: $399.95
Member Price: $340.00

6

6 GOTOOB TRAVEL

CONTAINERS (3-PACK)
Non-Member Price: $33.95
Member Price: $28.00

8

7 RFID BLOCKING
7

ALUMINUM WALLET
Non-Member Price: $15.95
Member Price: $13.60
8 GLOBAL ADAPTOR WITH

DUAL USB CHARGER
Non-Member Price: $48.95
Member Price: $41.60

H O - H O - H O L I D AY

Gift Guide
Get in the spirit of the season: wrap up the perfect gift for everyone on your list—naughty or nice! Visit your
neighourhood CAA Travel store to ﬁnd stylish purses and functional luggage, the newest arrivals in travel accessories,
and so much more. Pick up a gift card for the avid traveller on your shopping list, or a CAA Gift Membership to keep
your loved ones safe on the road. Members always SAVE 10% just by showing their CAA card!

GIFT CARD

For memories that will last
a lifetime, wrap up the world
and give the gift of travel. The
CAA Gift Card is available at
any CAA Travel store.

GIFT MEMBERSHIP

It’s the gift that keeps on giving—all year long, and
in so many ways! CAA Members get access to the
world’s best 24/7 Roadside Assistance program,
as well as everyday savings at tens of thousands
of CAA Rewards® partner locations worldwide!

*All items are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change without notice.

DINING

HAPPENINGS

gather

’ROUND

No cooking, just great food and good times!

h e f e s t i v e s e a s o n is a time to connect with
friends and family. CELEBRATE THE CHANCE TO

Use your CAA card to SAVE 10% or more* at
CAA’s Preferred Dining partners, including:

MAKE MERRY AT THESE EXCITING ATTRACTIONS.
Use your CAA card to access exclusive Member savings,
all season long! Visit caarewards.ca for details.

®

OTTAWA 67’S
CAA Members get $15
tickets to November
and December games*

DISNEY ON ICE
CAA Members
SAVE 20%*

SKY ZONE
CAA Members who
buy one jump pass
get one FREE*

NORTH BAY BATTALION
CAA Members
SAVE 10%*

CINEPLEX
CAA Members get
exclusive discounts when
purchasing tickets at a
CAA Travel store*

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details.
® Bier Markt, D’Arcy McGee’s, East Side Mario’s, Fionn MacCool’s, Harvey’s, Kelseys, New York Fries, Milestones,
Montana’s and Swiss Chalet are registered trademarks of Recipe Unlimited Corporation.

Feast your eyes
on The Ultimate
Dining Card! Visit
TheUltimateDiningCard.ca
and enter your CAA
Membership number at
check out to SAVE 5%
plus free shipping.*

CAA Members save up to 20%
on top-brand gifts!*

Show your
CAA Membership card
at any of our 450+
participating The Source
stores nationwide
or visit thesource.ca and
start saving today.
Visit thesource.ca/caa to learn more

*Excludes The Source Gift Cards, all prepaid cards (iTunes, Xbox, etc.), prepaid airtime cards, mobile phones, mobile phone plans and security deposits, mobility accessories, select Apple products, Bose products, RHA products, Bowers & Wilkins products, MP3 players, select media streaming devices, select Beats
promotions, select Sony products, gaming hardware, monitors and door crashers. CAA discount offer valid in-store at participating locations and online @ thesource.ca. CAA Membership card must be presented at time of purchase to receive the discount offer. Cannot be combined with any other offer, discount,
coupon, special price or promotion. See store for details. ®CAA, CAA logo and CAA Rewards trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.

CAA MEMBERS SAVE AN
EXTRA 5%* EVERY DAY
ON THEIR TOTAL PURCHASE
IN-STORE AND ONLINE AT
BOUCLAIR.COM/CAA

holiday
hosting 101

DINE

’Tis the season to go all out! Take the stress out of
entertaining this holida season with these tried-andtrue tips every host needs, from CAA partner Bouclair.
he first step in peration ec the alls
arm hearts
by setting a fabulous table for your holiday guests! Select
the vibe that’s right for you…
◊ If you’re the sparkly type, opt for
shiny metallics you’ll be able to reuse
year-round. Chic champagne hues
will pair merrily, rounding out your
sophisticated yet playful colour palette.
◊ Want a more down-to-earth
approach? Bring nature in with textures
such as fir branches and wooden
accents, highlighted by dreamy crisp
whites.

Bright

Let your table be the secret
ingredient to your festivities:
1

2

3

◊ Love iconic hues? Go bold with
the eﬀervescence of a true red, used
liberally around the house. Embrace the
strong lumberjack trend while you’re at
it by pairing it with plaid, black, white and faux fur.

4

◊ Want to set an ethereal vibe instead? Get inspired by the shimmer of
the snow on a quiet winter night, and select a soothing palette of pure
whites and deep blues, combined with glass and birch tree bark.

5

—Text by Catherine Vidal
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details.

Select a table runner. This is the
space you’ll have available for
centrepiece decor, including fir
branches, decorative items and
delicious food!
Candles, in different heights and
shapes, will help you set the right
mood. Soft light and soothing
scents are happy bonuses.
Stylish coasters and placemats will
define each diner’s space. Marry
different textures for more visual
interest.
Invest in soft and durable cloth
napkins. Set in the middle of your
plates, along with a place card,
they’ll be a welcoming touch.
Now put the finishing touches on
the rest of the house and pour
yourself a glass of vino. You’ve
earned it!

TURN HEADS THIS SEASON with festive fashion

Ready

tips from the experts at CAA Rewards® partner,
Reitmans. Get inspired, then shop at Reitmans
to recreate these hot holiday looks!

AN
CAA MEMBERS SAVE
EIR PURCHASE
TH
N
O
*
%
10
A
TR
EX
ANS
IN-STORE AT REITM

Give a
Little Back

Look good in all
angles with this
exposed-back
detailing. Subtle
yet stylish, you'll
be all set for
photos.

Winter
Brilliance

What's a holiday
season without a little
shine? Sparkle the night
away in this high-neck
ﬂared dress.

Velvet
Glamour

An essential for the holiday
season, our velvet dress
is back to bring luxurious
texture and shine to your
look. The mesh arm detailing
also adds a dose of drama!

Add a
Little Shine
Love of Lace

Lace plus bodycon
equals the perfect
dress for a night out.
This dress also features
see-through arms for
a touch of style and
elegance.

For those who prefer a
minimal dress like an LBD,
accessories can make or
break your outﬁt. Add a
charming bracelet here
and a cute clutch there to
pull your look together.
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details.

Win a Trip to the
Dominican Republic!1

Visit caaneo.ca/contest
to enter

DISCOVER THE

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
Had enough of the great white north? Head south
to one of the Caribbean’s most geographically diverse
countries, the Dominican Republic! From rugged
mountains and palm-lined valleys, to desert scrublands
and sandy beaches, its unique landscapes are waiting
to be explored. Enjoy a relaxing retreat or something
more adventurous—Air Canada Vacations and
CAA Travel have the perfect package just for you!

SAVE
ALONG THE
WAY

A CAA Travel Agent can help you
plan your perfect escape, with
Air Canada Vacations. EARN UP
TO 50 CAA DOLLARS®* per CAA
Member, when booking select
packages at CAA Travel.

PUNTA CANA

Located on the easternmost tip of the
island, it’s where two great bodies of
water meet: the Caribbean Sea and
the Atlantic Ocean. Relax on more than
30 km of beach by day, then dance the
night away in nearby Bavaro.

SAMANA

Catch one of Mother Nature’s most
awe-inspiring sites each winter at
Samana Bay, when thousands of
humpback whales congregate during
mating season. Visit the Whale Museum
to see its prime attraction: a huge
whale skeleton. Then enjoy the town’s
waterfront promenade, the Malecon,
with its fine restaurants and lively bars.

PUERTO PLATA

MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DREAMS A REALITY IN THE
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, WITH CAA TRAVEL AND
AIR CANADA VACATIONS! Visit your CAA Travel store,

call 1-800-267-8713, or visit caaneo.ca to get on your way
to the sunny D.R.!

CAA TRAVEL TIP

Best known for its beaches, Puerto
Plata is located on the island’s Atlantic
north coast. Don’t miss the evocative
colonial architecture of the historic city
centre, dominated by the 16th-century
San Felipe fortress.

“Go off resort! The Dominican Republic has plenty of experiences,
from zip-lining and ATV adventures, to catamaran trips. But
before you plan on doing your own driving, be sure to pick up your
International Driving Permit only available at a CAA Travel store.”

HOT ATTRACTIONS
P U N TA C A N A

PIRATE RUM FACTORY
Get a taste of what life was
like on the high seas at this
Dominican rum factory.

P U N TA C A N A

TAINO CAVES
Visit the famous caves that
served as the home of the
island’s original inhabitants,
the Taino.

P U E R T O P L A TA

PICO ISABEL DE TORRES
Take the teleferico, or cable
car, up the flat-topped
mountain for spectacular
views.

SANTO DOMINGO

LOS TRES OJOS
Visit this national park to see
its three ojos (eyes), or clear
lakes, and illuminated open-air
limestone caves.

BANI

DUNAS DE BANI
Exotic desert landscapes seem
a world apart from the lush
scenery elsewhere on island.

CARRIE CARLTON > TRAVEL AGENT
CAA Parry Sound | 705.746.9305 x2822
ccarlton@caaneo.on.ca

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details. 1 Terms and conditions apply. Visit caaneo.ca/contest for contest rules and regulations.

ESCAPE TO

JAMAICA

Say goodbye to sub-zero temperatures. Jet off
to Jamaica this winter with WestJet Vacations
and CAA Travel! Bliss out in the Caribbean capital
of sun, sand and sea. From its sugary beaches to
lush mangroves, Jamaica’s pristine paradise is ripe
for exploration. Spend mornings hiking up the Blue
Mountains or rafting downstream. Spice things up at
night with succulent jerk chicken and soothing reggae
vibes. You’ll be feeling irie in no time!

HOT ATTRACTIONS

MONTEGO BAY

It is the gateway to some of the
most stunning beaches lining
Jamaica’s north shore. Expect
plenty of all-inclusive resorts
along the sea, with every amenity
available for visitors of all ages.
But head to downtown Mo' Bay for
a real slice of Jamaican life in the
charming city centre.

NEGRIL

SAVE
ALONG THE
WAY

Flying out on your next vacation?
Show your CAA Membership card to
SAVE 20% or more, PLUS EARN 3%
IN CAA DOLLARS®* at Park’N Fly.

GO JAMMING IN JAMAICA
WITH WESTJET VACATIONS AND
CAA TRAVEL THIS WINTER!
Visit your CAA Travel store, call 1-800-267-8713, or visit
caaneo.ca to get on your way to the Caribbean’s ﬁnest island.

CAA TRAVEL TIP

Known for its powder-fine sandy
beaches and shallow bays of
turquoise water, Negril is nothing
short of an island paradise. Stroll
along the famous Seven Mile
Beach, and enjoy Long Bay’s bar
and restaurant scene.

OCHO RIOS

This former fishing village has
come a long way. Always bustling
Ochie is a busy port town with a
cruise ship harbour and hotellined bay. It’s also home to one
of Jamaica’s most famous natural
attractions, Dunn’s River Falls.

“If you stay at an all-inclusive property, try venturing
out to eat at a local restaurant. You’ll get to
experience more authentic cuisine, and your money
spent directly supports the locals.”

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caarewards.ca for details.

KINGSTON
BOB MARLEY MUSEUM
Learn all about the celebrated
reggae icon at this Kingston
museum, which was once
his home.
NEGRIL
SEVEN MILE BEACH
Have your camera ready, this
stretch of spectacular beach
is one of the most photographed
in the region.
OCHO RIOS
DUNN’S RIVER FALLS
Cool water cascades 180 metres
down beautifully terraced rocks
at this natural gem.
PORT ANTONIO
TRIDENT CASTLE
Rising stately beside the Caribbean
Sea, this eight-bedroom castle is
a sight to be seen.
KINGSTON
NATIONAL GALLERY
OF JAMAICA
Jamaica’s public art museum
located in the Kingston Mall,
this gallery is a hub of
commerce and culture.

LAURA JACKSON SMITH > TRAVEL AGENT
CAA Travel Services Call Centre
613.721.7518 x6518 | ljacksonsmith@caaneo.on.ca

MAGICAL

MEXICO

Sunny dreams are a reality south of the border,
down Mexico way. But dig a bit deeper to discover an
enchanting mix of Mesoamerican culture, Spanish
traditions, and Nor th A merican comforts.
Its landscapes are just as diverse, from ancient
archaeological sites to colonial-era buildings,
shimmering blue coastlines to iconic cactus-strewn
deserts. This winter, Transat and CAA Travel can help
you discover all the magic of Mexico!

CANCUN

Your search for the perfect
destination to escape the winter ends
here, at the beaches of this ancient
city on the Yucatan Peninsula. It’s
chock-a-block with luxury resorts,
shops and restaurants. Check out the
more traditional downtown area, El
Centro, as well as Zona Hotelera, the
beachfront strand of high-rise hotels
and clubs.

PUERTO VALLARTA

SAVE
ALONG THE
WAY

Heading south this winter? On a
long-stay or short, make sure you’re
protected with CAA Travel Insurance.
CAA MEMBERS SAVE 10%!*

EXPLORE THE ANCIENT AND
MODERN TREASURES OF MEXICO
WITH CAA TRAVEL AND TRANSAT!
Simply visit your CAA Travel store, call 1-800-267-8713,
or visit caaneo.ca today!

CAA TRAVEL TIP

Located on Mexico’s Pacific coast,
Puerto Vallarta is synonymous with
pristine beaches and nightlife. Its
cobblestone centre is home to the
ornate Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe
church, boutique shops, restaurants
and bars. Explore the waterfront
promenade for shopping and dining.

COZUMEL

The magic of Mexico meets the
vibrancy of the Caribbean on this
island paradise. Venture off the main
tourist drag and you’ll find Mayan
ruins, a marine park, and captivating
landscapes of windswept shores.

“Before touching down in Mexico, try to learn a few phrases
in Spanish, like ‘please’ and ‘thank you’. Making the effort
will go a long way when conversing with the locals.”

HOT ATTRACTIONS
COZUMEL
MUSEO DE LA ISLA
DE COZUMEL
(COZUMEL MUSEUM)
Flora, fauna, and ancient
Mayan history combine for an
entertaining and informative
experience at this local
museum.
CANCUN
MUSEO MAYA DE CANCUN
(MAYAN MUSEUM)
Take a break from the beaches
and explore artifacts from
Mexico’s ancient past.
P U E R T O V A L L A R TA
JARDIN BOTANICO
(BOTANICAL GARDENS)
Enjoy more than 25 hectares of
botanical beauty at 400 metres
above sea level.
P U E R T O V A L L A R TA
YELAPA
The perfect destination for
beach bums, this seaside fishing
village makes an ideal day-trip,
off-resort.

LOUISE MILLAIRE > TRAVEL AGENT
CAA Orleans | 613.841.6441 x 2514
lmillaire@caaneo.on.ca

*CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions, limitations and restrictions apply. A medical questionnaire may be required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days. Applies
to CAA Members in good standing. Ten percent (10%) discount applies to the total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies. Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance. Visit your CAA Travel store, call
1-800-267-8713, or visit caaneo.ca/TravelInsurance for details.

Give the gift of

T R AV E L

For memories that will last a lifetime,
wrap up the world with a CAA Gift Card.
Visit your CAA Travel store, call 1-800-267-8713,
or visit caaneo.ca/GiftCard for details.

*Purchase a CAA reloadable gift card at any CAA North & East Ontario Travel store. Gift card is redeemable at any CAA North & East Ontario Travel
store or Call Centre. Other restrictions may apply. Visit caaneo.ca/GiftCard for details.
This is a special advertorial supplement from CAA North & East Ontario.

UNUSUAL DRIVING
Heads up:
surveying the
scene at Tank
Town USA in
Blue Ridge, Ga.

Crushing It

IN SEARCH OF A ONE-OF-A-KIND DRIVING EXPERIENCE BEHIND
THE WHEEL—MAKE THAT LEVERS—OF A TANK
KRISTEN KOCH

LEAH OVERSTREET

WIPING THE DUST OFF MY SUNGLASSES WHEN I FIRST HEAR WHAT SOUNDS LIKE A
LAWNMOWER. IT GETS LOUDER, RESOLVING INTO A DIESEL ROAR, AND THEN I SEE IT,
KICKING UP DIRT AND GRAVEL, PUFFING SMOKE AS IT CREEPS OVER THE MUD. I SNAP
A PHOTO THAT I WILL LATER CAPTION WITH MULTIPLE EXCLAMATION MARKS. BECAUSE

THIS IS THE TANK THAT I’M ABOUT TO DRIVE. OVER A CAR.

»
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UNUSUAL DRIVING

Clockwise from top left: the author gets some pro tips before the car crush; Liebross takes a
break; taking a test drive to get used to steering with levers; a Tank Town participant spray-paints
the next victim; the Brauns cheer on family members who take their turn

I’ve come to Tank Town USA in
Blue Ridge, Ga., two and a half hours
northeast of Atlanta, just for this. It’s
a large open field just oﬀ the highway
that Todd Liebross acquired in 2012;
he then imported a few vehicles and
opened Tank Town in 2013.
“I’d love to say that I thought of it
myself, but the reality is, I saw it on
the internet,” he admits. He travelled to
England to see how other tank-driving
businesses operated, then returned
to Blue Ridge and opened his own.
“I figured, what’s the worst that could
happen, you end up with a couple of
tanks? It’s like Field of Dreams: if you
build it, they will come.”
Tank Town’s drivers mostly come
from the Atlanta area or neighbouring
Florida. On the day of my visit, the other
group is here as a Father’s Day present—
“for the father who has everything!”
says Jennifer Braun, who arranged
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the drive for her husband and her dad.
Though it seems like a testosteroneheavy experience, Liebross says there’s
an equal number of women who come
here to crush cars.
I’ve been told to bring my driver’s
licence, and to wear sturdy close-toed
shoes, plenty of sunscreen and clothes
that can get dirty. Having pulled the tank
out to the starting position, Liebross
calls me over to examine the day’s victim:
a four-door 2003 Saab 9-3 that, to me,
looks like it’s still in pre"y good shape.
“Are you sure it’s okay to crush this?”
I ask. “Doesn’t someone want to drive it?”
He assures me that it’s fine. Like the
other cars in the field, which range
from fla"ened Audi sedans to pancaked
Chrysler minivans, it’s “a local’s junk car,”
deemed too expensive to repair.
To whet my appetite for destruction,
Liebross brings out a bin of work gloves,
cans of spray paint and a metre-long

sledgehammer, encouraging me to write
a message on the car and take out the
side windows before I come at it with the
tank. I clamber onto the roof of the car
and take a few tentative practice swings
before smashing the front passengerside window. It’s made of safety glass,
so it pebbles and caves in, instead of
sha"ering and flying everywhere. But
it’s worked; instead of worrying about
the car, I whoop and smash the other
passenger-side window. It’s tank time.
Except it’s not really a tank. Liebross
is careful to specify that I’ll be driving
an FV432, an armoured personnel carrier
(APC). Vehicles like it have served the
British army since 1963 in theatres from
Kuwait to Afghanistan. Upgraded models
are still hauling soldiers and gear today.
But while the APC may not have
been designed for front-line combat
like a tank, it still runs on tracks and a
he#y 240-horsepower Rolls-Royce

Are you sure
it’s okay to
crush this?”
I ask. “Doesn’t
someone want
to drive it?”

From left: dropping the (sledge) hammer on a
2003 Saab 9-3; a vintage truck is one of a handful
of other quirky vehicles at Tank Town USA

MACHINE

FUN
FOUR MORE
PLACES WHERE
YOU CAN TAKE
A DRIVE ON THE
WILD SIDE

Various locations

Oshawa

West Berlin

Helmdon

U.K.

ONTARIO, CANADA

NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

NORTHANTS, U.K.

Take the wheel
of Optimus Prime
in the cab of a
Peterbilt 379 semi truck
painted to look like
the Transformer in a
truck-driving experience
with England’s
CAR CHASE HEROES .
True hauling enthusiasts
can also try driving a
Volvo FH460 truck.
carchaseheroes.com

Climb aboard for a
ride in a tank or
armoured vehicle at the
ONTARIO REGIMENT RCAC
REGIMENTAL MUSEUM ,
billed as the only place
in Canada where you
can experience these
vehicles up close.
While you can choose
the vehicle, the crew
does the driving.
ontrmuseum.ca

Kids over 107
centimetres tall can
dig for treasure with a
modified mini excavator
at DIGGERLAND USA ,
a theme park dedicated to
construction equipment.
Adults over 18 can book
time on full-size machines
like a wheel loader
and bulldozer at sister
park Diggerland XL.
diggerlandusa.com

A full-day experience at
TANKS A LOT involves
everything from driving a
2S1 Gvozdika self-propelled
tracked gun to learning to
safely fire a 17th-century
flintlock. If that’s not enough,
they also offer courses
to prepare you for a U.K.
H-category licence, which
allows holders to drive tracked
vehicles on public roads.
tanks-alot.co.uk
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UNUSUAL DRIVING

Even if your
car won’t drive,
it will drive
kidney
research.
We accept any make, model or
year of car, truck or van

Fast, free towing
Usually within 48 hours

Valuable tax receipt
For $300... or more

A great feeling
You’re helping The Kidney
Foundation of Canada
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diesel engine. It has a circular hatch
on top leading to a cabin with padded
benches and air vents, and a square
hatch—just in front of the circular
one—that leads to the driver’s seat,
which, given its British origins, is on
the right side of the vehicle.
Liebross brings out a ladder so I
can climb in, then moves it away
and hoists himself up using the
tracks. He switches on the engine,
passes me a pair of protective
earmuﬀs and explains how to drive.
There are two pedals: an accelerator
that’s large enough for a foot in a
combat boot and a small red engine
kill that I’m told not to touch. There
are also two levers instead of a
steering wheel. You pull the le" one
to go le", the right one to go right,
and both at once to stop.
I shi" into drive, gently press the
thro#le, and the tank lumbers into
action. It takes a few presses—and
a few cries of “More gas! More gas!”
from Liebross—before we get up to
speed. But once we do, it’s surprisingly
easy to steer around. I plant my
tracks in the existing ruts and trundle
around the field, looping up small
inclines and down into mud puddles.

High above it all: the author, showing that Saab
who’s boss, takes the first pass over the hood

It reminds me of being a kid, gleefully
riding my bike over curbs, over the
lawn, over flower beds, not caring
where I went so long as I was going.
Finally, it’s time for the car crush.
We’ll do it in three passes, starting
with a roll over the entire car from
hood to trunk. Liebross helps me line
up the FV432 with the car using my
headlights so that I can drive straight
over with maximum traction.
And we do. The APC takes it in
stride, pushing forward without
any problem. Even though I hear a
li#le crumpling metal and smashing
glass, it’s barely audible over the
chugging of the engine.
The next two passes are
perpendicular, fla#ening the car’s
trunk and passenger compartment,
and leaving a jumble of broken
headrests, pebbled glass and bent
metal. It’s not exactly a surprise;
as Liebross points out, “when you
have 30,000 pounds of tank against
2,000 pounds of car, there’s no real
competition.” It might not have
been a fair fight, but I’m still calling
it a smashing success.

ADVERTISEMENT

Costly Joint Pain Injections Replaced
By New $1 Painkiller for Arthritis
New cream relieves arthritis pain in minutes
after applying; uses the strongest approved
dose of an anesthetic which numbs the
nerves that cause agonizing joint pain
By Pierre Watson
Associated Health Press
TORONTO – Expectations are high for a new
blockbuster arthritis pain reliever. But unlike so
many of the others, it comes in the form of cream,
not a pill.
Initial users say the relief is extraordinary and
when you look at the science you’ll see why.
The new pain relief cream numbs the nerves
right below the skin.
When applied to an arthritic joint, or a painful
area on the body, it delivers rapid relief that lasts
for hours and hours.

Blocks Pain
Wherever It Hurts
The powerful painkilling effect is created
by the cream’s active ingredient, a powerful
anesthetic.
Anesthetics are highly regarded by physicians
JO UIF NFEJDBM DPNNVOJUZ  5IFZ CMPDL TQFDJmD
signals so that patients don’t feel pain and are
incredibly effective.
“There will be a pleasant warming sensation
that is followed by a cool, soothing one. This is
how you know that the anesthetic and the active
ingredients has reached the affected joint and
tissue.”

“Those suffering with arthritis or joint pain
DBO FYQFDU SFMJFG XJUIJO NJOVUFT PG UIFJS mSTU
application,” explains Dr. Henry Esber, creator of
the hot selling topical Apeaz.

Soothes in Minutes
For sufferers of arthritis pain, Apeaz offers
impressive advantages over traditional medications.
The most remarkable is how quickly it relieves
arthritis and joint pain.
The cream contains the maximum approved
OTC dose of an amazing anesthetic, which
rapidly penetrates the skin to numb the area that’s
hurting. This relief lasts for several hours.
Published pre-clinical animal studies have
shown that the other ingredients in Apeaz
can also prevent further bone and cartilage
destruction.

No Risk of Ulcers
or Stomach Pain
There are also no negative side effects as seen
with pills. Apeaz delivers its ingredients through
the skin. Oral medications are absorbed in the
digestive tract. Over time, the chemicals in pills
can tear the delicate lining of the stomach,
causing ulcers and bleeding.

A Low Cost Alternative
That Works
There are also
tremendous savings when
switching over to a topical like Apeaz. When
compared to other arthritis medications, Apeaz is a
fraction of the cost. At less than $2 a day, the cream
is quickly becoming a household name.

Rapid Relief Without Pills
or Needle Injections
Many
Apeaz VTFST SFQPSU TJHOJmDBOU
improvements in daily aches and pain. Many others
BMTPSFQPSUJODSFBTFEnFYJCJMJUZ MFTTTUJGGOFTT BOE
decreased muscle soreness. They are moving with
MFTTQBJOGPSUIFmSTUUJNFJOZFBST
“I’ve tried more pills than I can count. I’ve also
had a handful of cortisone shots. Nothing is as
effective as this product. With Apeaz, I get relief
right away. I rub a little on my hands. It keeps the
pain away. It also prevents the pain from getting
really bad. It’s completely changed my life,” raves
one user.

Apeaz™ is a Natural Health Product
approved by Health Canada for the
following conditions:
• Temporary pain • Simple back pain
• Strains
• Sprains
• Athletic injuries • Muscle stiffness/ pain
• Wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip, knee, ankle, foot,
muscle or joint pain

NO MORE NEEDLES: Apeaz delivers its active ingredient,
a powerful painkiller, through the skin, providing users
with rapid relief without pills or needle injections.

Amazing Long Term Results
Even more remarkable, in the same study
Apeaz was also shown to prevent the further
destruction of cartilage, a major cause of arthritis.
“One of the most impressive things about the
study was the various ways Apeaz was able to
JOnVFODFMFWFMTPGQBJO.BOZQBJOLJMMFST BOEFWFO
creams, simply mask your pain. Apeaz is different.
Since it is absorbed through the skin it deliver rapid
relief and is able to deliver its ingredients directly to
infected arthritic tissue” explains Esber.

A New Weapon for Arthritis
and Joint Pain
With daily use, Apeaz helps users live a more
vital, pain free relief without any of the negative side
effects or interactions associated with oral drugs.
Through the use of a powerful anesthetic, Apeaz
JT BCMF UP OVNC QBJO BU UIF TPVSDF  TQFDJmDBMMZ
around joints plagued by arthritis.
Readers can now enjoy an entirely new level of
comfort that’s both safe and affordable. It is also
extremely effective, especially if nothing else has
worked.

The New Science Behind
Arthritis Pain Relief

How to Claim a Risk Free
Supply of Apeaz

When applied to the skin Apeaz is absorbed in just
minutes. It then penetrates through muscle and tissues,
getting to the source of you pain, numbing the nerve
endings.
“This is why Apeaz is so effective for people
with arthritis pain. It reduces pain while adding an
additional potential layer of joint support,” explains
Esber.

5IJT JT UIF PGmDJBM QVCMJD SFMFBTF PG "QFB[$
As such, the company is offering a special
discounted supply to any joint-pain arthritis
sufferer who calls within the next 48 hours.
A special hotline number and discounted
pricing has been created for all Canadian
residents. Discounts will be available starting
today at 6:00AM and will automatically be applied
to all callers.
Your Toll-Free hotline number is 1-800-650-3178
and will only be open for the next 48 hours. Only
BMJNJUFEEJTDPVOUFETVQQMZPG"QFB[$JTDVSSFOUMZ
available in your region.
Consumers who miss out on our current product
inventory will have to wait until more becomes
available and that could take weeks. Experience
UIF HVBSBOUFFE "QFB[$ SFMJFG BMSFBEZ FOKPZFE CZ
thousands of consumers. The company advises not
to wait. Call 1-800-650-3178 today.

Highly Effective,
According to Researchers
A pre-clinical trial on Apeaz was carried out by
Dr. Esber and his research staff shortly after its
initial production.
The results were published in in the Journal of
Immunology.
The study found that Apeaz induced an instant
numbing effect, which blocked pain for several hours.
*U BMTP EFDSFBTJOH TXFMMJOH BOE JOnBNNBUJPO
around joints.

APEAZ IS AN APPROVED NATURAL HEALTH PRODUCT BY HEALTH CANADA FOR ARTHRITIS PAIN RELIEF AND MUSCLE ACHES
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ANTARCTICA

Cold Comfort
A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME CRUISE FROM ARGENTINA TO
ANTARCTICA FLOATS PAST PENGUINS AND GLACIERS, AND
PUTS HISTORIC EXPEDITIONS INTO PERSPECTIVE
+
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“Men

wanted for
hazardous
journey:
small wages, bi!er cold…safe return unlikely,”
read Ernest Shackleton’s legendary ad in a
1912 issue of the Times of London. Yet the great
explorer was supposedly inundated with more
than 5,000 applicants. Was the prospect of
traversing the world’s last great wilderness really
that seductive? More than a century on, lured
by the same siren song, I prepare to undertake
a trip of my own to the White Continent.
My 13-day itinerary with Norwegian luxury
cruise line Hurtigruten is called “The Frozen
Land of the Penguins” and promises a taste of
adventure with kayaking, camping and high-speed
boat tours aplenty, plus penguins—lots of them.
The tour begins in Buenos Aires, where my
shipmates and I catch a plane to Ushuaia,
Argentina. From there, we board our ship, the
MS Fram. Although Ushuaia is the port closest
to Antarctica, the journey still entails a twoday sail, aﬀording me ample time to ease into
shipboard life. A quick circuit of the Fram
reveals a gym, a sauna with two hot tubs, and
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an observation deck with a library and mounted
telescopes. I borrow a few books on Antarctica
from the library and take inventory of my gear.
I discover that I am woefully unprepared, having
accidentally packed my wife’s tights instead of
my thermal underwear. Fortunately, the shop on
board is well equipped with the polar essentials.
Unlike me, Shackleton was exceptionally
well prepared; he just ran out of luck. He hoped
to hike across the continent by way of the
South Pole, but his ship, the Endurance, became
trapped in ice in the Weddell Sea. It’s day three,
and, on cue, a conical iceberg materializes from
the mist. This majestic monolith is a remnant
of Antarctica’s vast halo of sea ice, which
expands seasonally from a ring the size of India
in summer to a vast churning plateau the size
of South America in winter.
Reaching land can be no small feat around
here, and Shackleton’s ship, once trapped,
gradually dri#ed north. I keep this in mind at
Brown Bluﬀ, where the ship's tender I’m in

Previous page:
an Argentinian hut
at Damoy Point
Opposite page:
icebergs crowd
Wilhelmina Bay
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weaves between icebergs toward the beach.
Our expedition leader, Line, extends her hand
and hauls me ashore. “Welcome to Antarctica,”
she beams, flanked by an entourage of penguins.
Having evolved without any land predators,
the Adélie, gentoo and chinstrap penguins that
populate these parts blithely treat humans as
part of the landscape. Passengers are briefed
about keeping a distance from wildlife, but the
penguins milling at my feet clearly didn’t get
that memo. They pour from the rookery in the
hundreds, all white shirt fronts, then abruptly
turn tail, presenting sleek black tuxedo jackets.
From then on, penguins are our constant
slapstick companions. At Half Moon Bay, where
we land the following day, I am captivated by
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a gentoo pe!y thief. He sidles up to a nest not
his own, then snatches a pebble from the base.
He’s caught, and a mini fracas ensues, only to be
repeated minutes later.
This, to me, is Antarctica: pure, wild, innocent.
But as we zigzag our way south through the
South Shetland Islands and the archipelago
of the Antarctic Peninsula, humans’ impact
becomes increasingly clear. At Yankee Harbor,
a fur seal shuﬄes ashore among the iron and
wood fragments of an old whaling station, while
in the harbour, a fragile pleasure cruiser bobs,
having—amazingly—navigated its way through
the same rough seas from Argentina.
One of the most notorious of the chain is
Deception Island. It’s the kind of place seafaring

This page, clockwise
from top le!: the
remains of the
whaling station at
Deception Island
form an eerie
reminder of the
past; a camping
guide surveys the
glaciers at midnight;
seals slip into the
water of Wilhelmina
Bay; Damoy Hut
was a summer base
for British scientists
from 1973 to 1993
Opposite page:
dramatic glaciers
dwarf the campsite

Glaciers surround us,
and my fellow campers
and I talk in whispers,
if we talk at all. We
fall asleep to the sound
of meltwater and the
snorting of whales.
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ANTARCTICA

READY TO ESCAPE
THE EVERYDAY?
Before you venture off the beaten
track, make a CAA Travel Store
your first stop or call CAA Travel
at 1-800-267-8713. Our dedicated
team of Travel Professionals will
do all the planning—all you have
to do is pick the place!

folk warn you about. Before breakfast, the ship’s
intercom draws us to the outer deck to watch our
arrival. The island lures ships with the promise of a
sheltered horseshoe-shaped harbour, but the only
gap in the jagged black cliﬀs is a 500-metre-wide
channel, at the centre of which—submerged just
over two metres below the waves—is Ravn Rock.
We creep close to the fog-shrouded cliﬀs, and, once
safely inside, Deception Island proves spookier still.
I embark on a high-speed boat tour with one of the
expedition team that focuses on the geology of this
remarkable active volcano. We marvel at the black
glaciers, red scoria walls and black stone columns,
and soon I step ashore onto a steaming black-sand
beach. I thread a path through the rusted boilers
and storage tanks of the island’s former whaling
station, which was once a town with a population
of 1,000. Though it’s currently home to two scientific
bases, the island is eerily quiet now; the warmer
volcanic water scares away the usual wildlife.
Antarctica’s moods swing dramatically. A day
later, under the fluorescent glow of sun-dazzled
icebergs, a pod of humpback whales lolls about
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in Cuverville Bay. Our kayak guide ferries our
group toward the far shore, eager to inspect an
elephant seal hauled up on the ice. On approach,
it is revealed to be a lump of dirty snow. “We
brought it all the way from New York,” quip the
occupants of a double kayak. Ice is the master of
illusion. We pass icebergs sculpted in the shape
of mushrooms, others with blue caves, some
almost entirely hollowed out. Pressure can
turn icebergs sky blue, microbes can paint the
ice green or red, and volcanic ash can turn it
black. The shape and behaviour of icebergs are
surprisingly unpredictable, and they can change
at any moment. Suddenly, as if to prove this very
point, a house-sized iceberg splits in two and
rese"les lower in the water. It’s easy to imagine
the horror Shackleton must have felt as he
watched the very substance he might have put
in his whisky crush the Endurance and swallow
it whole. I shiver thinking about how suﬀocating
his isolation must have felt.
That feeling returns the following evening as
I watch the Fram recede into the bay, leaving

Based in Norway,
Hurtigruten
specializes in
eco-conscious
premium cruising
for travellers of
all interests and
abilities. With
a maximum
capacity of 290
passengers, the
Fram is large
enough for calm
sailing, but
intimate enough
to cater to special
requests. A windresistant jacket
is given to all
guests to keep,
and warm boots
are provided for
onshore landings.
The buffet skews
Scandinavian,
with six kinds of
pickled herring,
but its variety and
freshness prove
extraordinary—
especially this
far from a market.
For more
information, or
to start planning
your own trip,
visit a CAA
Store or call
1-844-202-8048.
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checking out the
scene from the bow
of the MS Fram
Opposite page,
clockwise from top
le!: whale-watching
from the deck of the
MS Fram; a couple
relaxes over drinks
at the Bodegon
Fueguino restaurant
in Ushuaia; steam
rises from sand
on the beach on
Deception Island; a
kayaker prepares
to enter Half Moon
Bay; Adélie penguins
dive into the ocean
at Brown Bluﬀ; an
expedition leader
welcomes passengers
at Orne Harbor
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me on shore. Even knowing that my camping
adventure is only for one night, I have a new
respect for my formidable surroundings. I haul
a sled filled with camping gear to the top of a
rise and set up the tent with two dozen other
adventurers. Glaciers surround us, and my fellow
campers and I talk in whispers, if we talk at all.
We fall asleep to the sound of meltwater and
the snorting of whales.
Back on board the next morning, I appreciate
the delicious Norwegian waﬄes more than ever.
When we reach our journey’s southernmost point
a few days later, we are still some 1,500 kilometres
from where the Endurance first became trapped.
I return to my cabin for the passage home
still thinking about Shackleton. A"er he spent
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14 months on sea ice, Shackleton finally reached
Elephant Island using lifeboats, then navigated
1,300 kilometres to South Georgia Island—
whereupon he traversed a mountain range to
reach a whaling base. With reinforcements, he
returned to Elephant Island to rescue his men.
Not a life was lost.
I can smell the verdant funk of Tierra del Fuego’s
peat marshes and pines before I spot land back
in Ushuaia, and there’s a moment of regret at
being back on ordinary soil. Shackleton’s “small
wages” for a “hazardous journey” has given me a
new perspective. A"er watching glaciers calve
and whales gasp in the frigid waters of one of
the world’s last wild places, I’m certain that I, too,
would have answered the call.

This page,
clockwise from top
le!: an excursion
to Hidden Lake in
Patagonia meets
with low cloud
cover; deck chairs
on the MS Fram;
penguins are never
far away in Ushuaia;
a team member
prepares to help
guests ashore
in Brown Bluﬀ
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don’t let your
senses fool you—
it’s possible to
get too high to
drive on less
than one joint
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IMPAIRED DRIVING
HEN PARLIAMENT VOTED
EARLIER THIS YEAR

to legalize recreational
cannabis, eﬀectively
ending a 95-year ban on
the drug, many Canadians welcomed the
move. Pot smokers, predictably, rejoiced.
Investors mused about making a fortune
in a new industry. And government
oﬃcials boasted about reversing decades
of misguided drug policy.
But road-safety advocates have a
few concerns. They say many Canadians
are still largely unaware of the dangers
of driving while high. They fear that
with cannabis widely available, this
country could see a rise in drug-related
crashes, which already kill twice as
many people as drunk driving when
all drugs, including prescriptions and
opioids, are counted.
A recent study from CAA found that
one-fi!h of those between 18 and 34 don’t
think marijuana aﬀects their ability to
handle a vehicle. That worries Ian Jack,
CAA National’s managing director
of communications and government

by the
rules

In a major overhaul of impaired-driving
laws, Parliament earlier this year adopted
Bill C-46, which outlines a host of
new penalties for driving while high.
Here are some of the bill’s highlights.

relations, who is expecting a spike in
drug-related collisions a!er legalization.
“It took a generation for people [to]
understand the dangers of drinking and
driving,” he says. “We want to get to the
same place [with marijuana], just faster.
We don’t want it to take 20 years.”
Cannabis oﬃcially became legal in
Canada on October 17, and to prevent
an increase in drug-related crashes, the
government cra!ed Bill C-46, which
oﬃcials call the most comprehensive
overhaul of the nation’s impaired-driving
laws in four decades. The legislation sets
a legal limit for the amount of drugs in a
driver’s system, gives police more powers
to stop suspected impaired drivers and
authorizes patrol oﬃcers to use what are
known as oral fluid screening devices.
These Breathalyzer-like machines can
detect a range of drugs, including cannabis
and cocaine, in the saliva of drivers.
Justice oﬃcials consider those provisions
key. In three American states—Oregon,
Washington and Colorado—legalization
has led to a rise in crashes, according to the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety

It sets, for the first
time, a legal limit
for the amount of
drugs in a driver’s
system. It caps THC,
the active component
in cannabis, at
5 nanograms per
millilitre of blood.
It also bans any trace
of LSD, cocaine and
methamphetamine.
It creates what’s
known as a summary
offence, a less
serious crime, for

having between
2 and 5 nanograms
of THC per millilitre of
blood. The maximum
penalty for that is
a $1,000 fine.
It discourages
mixing cannabis and
drinking by making
it a crime for drivers
to have more than
2.5 nanograms of THC
per millilitre of blood
and 50 milligrams
of alcohol per 100
millilitres of blood.

SLOW RIDE
Cannabis and
driving can be a
deadly combination,
according to experts.
They say the drug,
which is technically
a hallucinogen,
can slow reaction
times and cause
drivers to weave
across lanes,
increasing
their chances
of getting into
a collision.

It allows for a
maximum prison
sentence of five
years for someone
convicted of drugimpaired driving
that does not result
in death or injury.
It allows police to
use machines that
can detect drugs,
including cannabis
and cocaine, in the
saliva of drivers.
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in the U.S. (though there is debate about
whether the rise is statistically significant).
“The experience in other jurisdictions that
have legalized cannabis has highlighted
the importance of having a more robust
drug-impaired driving regime,” says
Ian McLeod, a spokesperson for Canada’s
Department of Justice.
While parliamentarians beefed up
the law, police forces across the country
were bracing for legalization. The Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP), for example,

The OPP is still working to raise
awareness about the dangers of
drug-impaired driving, which jumped
38 per cent in Ontario between 2015
and 2016, Wallbank says, citing a
report from Statistics Canada. “While
driving impaired by a drug has...been
illegal for a long time, the public does

“While driving impaired by a drug has...
been illegal for a long time, the public
does not have a strong awareness of
the risks of driving while high”

SPIT TAKE
Federal officials
recently approved a
Breathalyzer-type
machine—for use
by police—that
can detect drugs,
like cannabis
and cocaine,
in the saliva
of drivers
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instructed more oﬃcers in how to
conduct roadside sobriety tests, says
Sgt. Dave Wallbank, a drug-evaluation
coordinator with the OPP. The exams,
which include asking drivers to stand
on one leg and walk in a straight line,
will be used alongside newly approved
saliva-screening devices. The OPP
also began training additional drugrecognition experts: oﬃcers who
can detect the physiological signs of
impairment and o#en make the ultimate
decision on whether someone is charged
with drug-impaired driving. Ontario
is home to more than 300 of those
drug-recognition experts, according to
Wallbank. Across Canada, there are more
than 13,000 law enforcement oﬃcers
trained in field sobriety tests and
800 drug-recognition oﬃcers, the federal
justice department says.

not have a strong awareness of the risks
of driving while high,” he explains.
Robert Mann can a!est to this. A
researcher at Toronto’s Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, he’s been
studying impaired driving for three
decades and says many Canadians
don’t know how dangerous it is to drive
under the influence of cannabis.
“A lot of people are wondering, ‘It’s legal,
I might want to try it. Should I drive?’ ”
Mann says. “Twenty years ago, we really
didn’t know. But now, the evidence is clear
that if you drive under the influence of
cannabis, you are at increased risk of
being involved in a collision.”
The drug is technically a hallucinogen
and interferes with the electrical signals
in your brain. Research has shown
that marijuana can slow drivers’ reaction
times, and causes motorists to vary their
speed and weave across lanes. The body
of research is still new and continues to
grow. But Mann has seen a few studies
suggesting it can up your chances of
ge!ing into a collision.

It’s also surprisingly easy to become
too stoned to drive. Bill C-46 sets the legal
limit for THC, the active component of
cannabis, at 5 nanograms per millilitre
of blood. In lab tests, Mann says, subjects
o!en reached that limit a!er smoking
less than one joint. When asked what he
would tell someone who was considering
driving while high, Mann said the answer
was simple. “The advice would be the same
as we give for drinking. If you’re going to
smoke, don’t drive, and if you’re going
to drive, don’t smoke.”
That’s the approach that Michael
Stewart, program director at Arrive
Alive Drive Sober, is taking. “If you know
your night is going to involve alcohol or
something a li"le harder, plan a safe ride
home,” he says. “It’s important to have a
plan in place to keep yourself safe and
fellow road users safe as well.”

Not only that, it can help drivers avoid
steep financial consequences. “If you’re
convicted of impaired driving, your
insurance can go up by around $18,000
over three years,” Stewart explains. “And
that’s if your insurer chooses to renew
your policy a!er the fact.”
If that argument isn’t enough to
dissuade drivers, police say they are ready
to step in. “Our primary goal is to keep
the roadways safe,” says Const. Karen
Didham, a collision analyst with the Royal
Newfoundland Constabulary. “There’s
zero tolerance [for drugged driving]. If
someone is believed to be impaired, then
they will be charged. There’s no leniency.
People have to be aware that police are
out there, and we’re looking.”

EYES OPEN
Police forces across
the country are
training more officers
to better identify
if a driver is high.
These officers, dubbed
drug-recognition
experts, often make
the final call on
whether someone
is charged with
driving under the
influence of
cannabis.

A Provincial Affair
While the federal government spearheaded the legalization
of cannabis, Ottawa has left it up to the provinces to regulate
sales of the drug. Some provinces have also created their own
penalties for drug-impaired driving. Here’s how those laws are
shaping up in Ontario.*
through privately owned
retail stores.

be allowed to toke in
public or at work.

WHERE IT WILL BE SOLD

WHERE YOU CAN USE IT

Online through the Ontario
Cannabis Store website. As
of press time, the province
was also considering
allowing cannabis sales

A private home, including
on your patio or balcony.
If you rent in a multi-unit
building, your landlord can
restrict use. You won’t

NUMBER OF PLANTS YOU
CAN HAVE AT HOME Four

LEGAL AGE

19

CAN COMMERCIAL OR
NOVICE DRIVERS HAVE
ANY CANNABIS IN THEIR
SYSTEM? No

PENALTIES FOR DRIVING HIGH

A 90-day licence
suspension, vehicle
impoundment and $550
penalty (effective in
January 2019), plus more
fines and potentially jail
time if convicted in court.

DRIVING HIGH
IS DRIVING IMPAIRED
Together with CAA National, CAA North & East Ontario is a long-standing advocate for safer roads. We believe that starts with greater
public awareness and education. For more information on cannabis-impaired driving, please visit caa.ca/cannabisimpaireddriving.

*Information was accurate as of press time.
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OUT OF AFRICA
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I’VE ALWAYS BELIEVED that the best place to learn isn’t the

classroom; it’s all over the world. That’s why, long ago, we
made the decision to do as much travelling as we could,
while our daughter was young enough to enjoy it with us.
Over the years, our travels have taken us across six
continents, from beach holidays down south to as far
away as the Antarctic. And while we’ve always enjoyed
the quick getaway, it’s the farther-flung destinations that
have proven the most satisfying. Those off-the-beatentrack trips are the ones we reminisce about most.
Recently, we got to cross the seventh and last
continent off of our list—Africa. Our trip took us to South
Africa, Botswana and Zimbabwe. It’s safe to say that we
saved the best continent for last. Everywhere we looked,
we were captivated by both magnificent landscapes and
majestic creatures in their natural habitat.
Our first day on safari, we saw two lionesses playing
with their cubs, who trailed alongside them. Our guide
told us they were sisters, and you could see from their
shrunken bellies that they were hungry. That evening, we
saw them again—this time without their cubs—as they
hunted for food. The change we saw in their behaviour,
from playful to lethal, was stark—and it resonated with me
that we were truly in their domain, the animal kingdom.
Africa will captivate and thrill you, as much as it
teaches and informs you about the environmental issues
that the region faces. You just can’t escape the beauty
of nature—and the importance of conserving it.
We enjoyed Africa so much that we hope to go back
again soon. But if we don’t, I know that I’m already
looking forward to all the great “remember when...”
conversations to come, right here at home.

Christina Hlusko
President and CEO
CAA North & East Ontario
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NEED
HELP?
If you need roadside assistance, get
your CAA card and call CAA’s Road
Services Call Centre at 613-820-1400 or
1-800-CAA-HELP (1-800-222-4357). It’s
open 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

CRACKING

THE CODE

Winter is prime time for so-called Code Red days at CAA North & East Ontario.
Find out what these are and how the Club stays prepared.
winter is the busiest season for emergency
roadside service requests? It’s not just the
snow that’s the culprit—it’s also the cold.
“Snow doesn’t drive our call volumes up
as much as the cold does,” says Michael Shore,
road service manager, automotive services,
at CAA North & East Ontario. That’s because
extreme winter temperatures can cause
batteries to fail.
The surge in calls can, unfortunately, lead
to longer wait times for CAA Members also
needing service. “We call them Code Red
days,” says Shore. “These are temperature
driven. Any day that is -23 degrees Celsius
or colder is automatically considered a Code
Red day for us. If we get several cold days
in a row in the range of -20 degrees Celsius,
call volumes generally build up, so we would
also classify those as Code Red days.”
What happens during a Code Red day at
CAA NEO? Preparation at the Club’s head
office begins long before the temperatures
dip. CAA NEO hires and trains seasonal
workers, and trains internal staff from other
departments to assist their colleagues in
the roadside service call centre.
Even with additional staffing, there may
be occasions when wait times to reach an
operator are longer than anticipated.
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But Shore wants CAA Members to be assured
that their roadside service request is always
a priority. “We try to get to each and every
caller as quickly as we can, and to do so
we have to prioritize our calls into three
classifications,” he says.
The first priority is stranded Members
who may be in an unsafe location and have
nowhere to go to keep warm. “When it’s -23
degrees outside, that’s a dangerous situation
with real risks, and we want to get to those
Members first,” he explains. “The second
priority is Members who are in a warm and
safe location; for example, the shopping mall
or the library. Our third priority is helping
Members that are requesting service while at
home, which we try to get to as soon as possible
after attending to the higher priority calls.”
While CAA cannot guarantee a time of
arrival, all service calls are actively monitored
by the automotive team. Any changes to
the estimated time of arrival are always
communicated as soon as possible.
If you’re in need of emergency roadside
service this winter, count on CAA’s Roadside
Assistance team to come to the rescue. Just
remember that on Code Red days—and for a
short period after—it might take a little longer
than usual. But no matter when or where you
are calling from, help is always on the way!

Take It
With You

Got your phone
handy? It takes just
seconds to download
the CAA Mobile app!
The app makes it
easier to make, track
and even cancel your
emergency roadside
service request
thanks to the Service
Tracker feature. Once
it’s on your phone,
you can drive with
the peace of mind of
knowing that roadside
help is never far away.
The CAA Mobile app
is available for both
Apple and Android
smartphones.
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DID YOU KNOW that for many CAA Clubs,

CAA Member
Exclusive!

Get the only credit card that lets you earn CAA Dollars®1
1% back in CAA Dollars on all
eligible purchases1
An additional 1% back in CAA Dollars for
a total of 2% on your purchases at CAA
Travel Stores, except for travel2

National Bank CAA Rewards® Mastercard® credit card

Plus! Get a Welcome Bonus
up to 75 CAA Dollars3

Apply today, visit CAANEO.ca/Mastercard
1. Subject to credit approval by National Bank. You earn CAA Dollars equal to 1% of eligible purchases made using your CAA Rewards Mastercard credit card. At the end of each month, your CAA Club
will receive information on the accumulated CAA Dollars from National Bank. Your CAA Club is responsible for the issuance, administration and redemption of CAA Dollars in accordance with its terms and
conditions. CAA Dollars are not earned on cash advances, balance transfers, cash-like transactions, MasterCard cheques, payments, credits, interest charges, credit insurance premiums, foreign exchange fees
and other fees and charges. CAA Dollars are not earned on any purchases prohibited by the laws of Canada or any other country. You will qualify to earn CAA Dollars as soon as your card is activated and
purchases are made, unless your account is not in good standing, your account has been suspended or terminated, or other qualifications for eligibility are not met. Terms and conditions apply. Visit nbc.ca/caa for
full details.
2. Primary cardholders may earn CAA Dollars equal to 1% of purchases made by cardholders at participating CAA stores and travel agencies by using the National Bank CAA Rewards Mastercard in addition
to the CAA Dollars normally earned under the National Bank CAA Rewards Mastercard Program, for a maximum of 2% of purchases in CAA Dollars. Travel and vacation purchases are not eligible for this offer.
Participating CAA stores/centres are listed on each CAA club website. National Bank reserves the right at its sole discretion to change or terminate this offer at any time without advance notice.
3. Subject to credit approval by National Bank. The offer is valid from October 1 to December 31, 2018. To receive a welcome bonus of 40 CAA Dollars, the cardholder must charge $500 to his/her CAA Rewards
Mastercard credit card within the first 3 months of enrolment. To receive a welcome bonus of 75 CAA Dollars, the cardholder must charge a minimum of $2,000 to his or her CAA Rewards Mastercard credit card
within the first 3 months of enrolment. This promotion cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion from National Bank. The promotion covers purchases only. Cash advances and balance transfers
are excluded. Limit of one welcome bonus of 40 or 75 CAA Dollars per CAA Rewards Mastercard credit card account during this promotion. National Bank reserves the right to end this promotion at any time
without prior notice.
®Mastercard is a registered trademark of Mastercard International Incorporated. Authorized User: National Bank of Canada
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Give your property insurance
provider a call and let them
know about your upcoming
trip, the duration of the trip
and whether your home will
be empty while you’re gone.
Ask them what needs to be
done so that your property
insurance coverage stays
in effect when you’re away.
If you have CAA Property
Insurance,1 the number to
call is 1-877-222-1717.

GET YOUR PROPERTY
READY FOR WINTER
Remember to have your
furnace checked, gutters
cleaned and your roof
inspected to make sure it’s
in good shape for the
coming snow and cold.

CALL YOUR
SERVICE PROVIDERS
If you’ll be away for longer
than a month, contact
your telephone, cable and
internet service providers to
temporarily suspend your
service until you return.

Secrets

Follow these top tips if you’re planning to
head south this winter

EACH WINTER, hundreds of thousands of Canadian snowbirds

take flight in search of the sun south of the border. If you’ll be
doing the same, make sure that you—and your most valuable
assets—are prepared before you go. Nothing is as relaxing as
the peace of mind that comes with proper planning. Before
your next winter getaway, here are nine things to remember.
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GET CAA
If you’re planning to drive
down, make sure you’ve
joined the largest auto club
in Canada. Having a CAA
Membership grants you
access to the best Emergency
Roadside Service program
in the world. It’s available
to you 24/7—anywhere
in North America! If you
experience car trouble,
just call 1-800-CAA-HELP
(1-800-222-4357). Canadian
mobile phone users can dial
*CAA (*222) to obtain the
closest CAA dispatch centre,
toll-free. In many areas of
the U.S., mobile phone
users can dial *AAA (*222),
although user fees may apply.
You can also place your
own request for roadside
assistance by downloading
the CAA Mobile app.

PROTECT YOUR
TRAVEL INVESTMENT

Cancel any regular deliveries
you might receive and
forward your mail. Consider
having a trusted neighbour
pick up flyers and other junk
mail that may accumulate
on your doorstep.

Whether you drive or fly down
south, remember to purchase
travel insurance before you
go. CAA Travel Insurance has
various plans to meet your
needs. Plus, CAA Members
save 10%! Call 1-800-267-8713
for more information, a quote
or to purchase.

CALL THE BANK

GET SOCIAL, POST-TRIP

Let your bank and credit card
companies know the details of
your travel plans to ensure that
there are no service disruptions
while you are abroad.

As tempting as it may be,
avoid posting anything online
about your trip. This includes
Facebook status updates and
photos, tweets and Instagram
pictures. Theft is a crime of
opportunity; decrease your
risk of being a victim by
limiting the number of people
who know your whereabouts.

TAKE CARE OF THE MAIL

Snowbird

leave. Photocopy all of your
travel documents and pack
them separately from where
you carry the originals.

CHECK YOUR PASSPORT
Make sure that it will be valid
until the date of your return;
if not, renew it before you

1 CAA Property Insurance is underwritten by CAA Insurance Co.
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ENSURE YOUR
HOME IS PROTECTED

NOW OPEN

*CXGCDNCUVKPCNNHQWT2CTMU
YKVJVJKUURGEKCNVKEMGVQHHGT

79

$

US
per day
plus tax

for a 4-day Canada Resident
Base Theme Park Ticket
total price $316 US plus tax.

2WTEJCUGPQYVJTQWIJHQTWUG
PQYsCPFs
Tickets are valid for one Theme Park per day unless Park Hopper Option
KURWTEJCUGF6KEMGVUCPFQRVKQPUOWUVDGWUGFYKVJKPFC[UQHƂTUVWUGQT
D[YJKEJGXGTEQOGUƂTUV2TQQHQH%CPCFKCPTGUKFGPE[TGSWKTGF
Offer not valid at Theme Park ticket window.

Resort in Florida

,&KUPG[,&KUPG[2KZCT

*CRRKN['XGT#HVGTƂTGYQTMU

Pandora—The World of Avatar

#(QZ

(TQ\GP Ever After

#NN CFWNV )WGUVU OWUV RTGUGPV XCNKF RTQQH QH %CPCFKCP TGUKFGPE[ VJCV KPENWFGU IQXGTPOGPVKUUWGF RJQVQ +& VQ GZEJCPIG VJG EGTVKƂECVG HQT C XCNKF VKEMGV CV VJG
6JGOG2CTMVKEMGVYKPFQYQT)WGUV4GNCVKQPURTKQTVQƂTUVWUG#NNVKEMGVUCTGPQPVTCPUHGTCDNGCPFPQPTGHWPFCDNGCPFGZENWFGCEVKXKVKGUGXGPVUUGRCTCVGN[RTKEGF
Admission is subject to capacity closures and to other restrictions.

Visit your CAA Travel Store or call 1-800-267-8713 today
to book your very own Walt Disney World vacation!
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CAA Members

SAVE 10%
on CAA Home Insurance.*

Keeping Your Ho-Ho-Home

Secure Over
the Holidays

Celebrating the season away? Keep your home sweet home
safe and sound with these simple tips.

Get away with
peace of mind.

NEIGHBOURLY CHECK-IN
Ask a neighbour to make your
home look a li!le more lived-in
by shovelling any snow on your
front walk; removing mail,
newspapers or any packages from
your front porch; and doing a quick
water leak check around the house.
DISCONNECT

Find out how at

1-800-582-5013
caaneo.ca/covered

Visit your CAA Store

Unplugging major appliances
and electronics while away helps
guard against electrical surges and
potential electrical fires. So unplug
your toasters, coﬀee pots, stove,
washing machine, dryer and, of
course, computers. Also, drain your
pipes and turn oﬀ your water before
leaving to avoid water damage.
LET THERE BE LIGHT

*To qualify for the discount you must be a current CAA Member in
good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in full by membership
expiry date). Property Insurance is underwritten by CAA Insurance
Company. Certain conditions, limitations and underwriting
guidelines apply. (2021-09/18)
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Set up interior and exterior lights
on timers so it looks like people are
home. Ask your neighbour to switch
a couple of your interior lights on

or oﬀ so the same ones aren’t le#
on for extended periods of time.
BECOME ANTI-SOCIAL
Save all those great holiday travel
social media posts for when you get
home. Unfortunately, posts can go
viral, alerting people you don’t know
that you’re away and increasing the
potential for a home break-in.
PROTECT YOUR HOME
AND VALUABLES WITH
CAA HOME INSURANCE
CAA Home Insurance oﬀers
competitive rates, outstanding claims
service and optional coverage including
home equipment breakdown, water
coverage, plus service line coverage
to protect underground piping, wiring
and valves. We even oﬀer identity
the# coverage to protect your good
name. Visit us online or talk to a
licensed insurance agent at your local
CAA Store to find out more.

Home Equipment Breakdown Insurance and Service Line Coverage are underwritten by
CAA Insurance Company, claims administered by Mutual Boiler Re. Certain conditions,
limitations and underwriting guidelines apply.
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Leaving
home
for the
holidays?

INSIDER | MEMBERSHIP

Max

To the

With the holidays just around the
corner, there are many ways that your
CAA Membership can help keep your
budget in the black. Here are seven ideas
to make the most of your Membership
by using your CAA card to save!

1

FILL THE TANK

If you’re headed home for the holidays, make sure
you top up on gas at one of Petro Canada’s more than
400 locations across Canada. As a CAA Member, you’ll earn
up to 20% more Petro-Points. Just call the Petro-Points
Customer Service Centre at 1-800-668-0220 to register
your CAA Membership number and link your accounts.

2

RIDE THE RAILS
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Park the car and enjoy the peace of mind that comes
with travelling by train. Use your CAA card to get 10% off
VIA Rail’s best available fare. Even better, CAA Members
who are also VIA Préférence members will receive a one-time
bonus of 100 VIA Préférence points on their first trip.

3

TAKE A TRIP

4

UPDATE YOUR PASSPORT PHOTO

Did you know that your CAA Membership gives you
up to 15% off at some of the most popular hotel chains,
including Best Western, Hilton, Hyatt, Marriott, Hampton Inn
& Suites and Valhalla Inn, plus Starwood Hotels and Resorts
brands such as Sheraton and Westin? You can also get
exclusive Member savings and benefits when you rent a car
with Enterprise, National and Alamo.
Don’t forget that your Membership card even entitles
you to save up to 20% on parking and earn 3% back in
CAA Dollars® with Park ’N Fly, as well as to save 20% on
parking at Ottawa International Airport.

5

DINE OUT

6

GO SHOPPING

7

GET INSURED

Expect Member-exclusive deals from CAA’s Preferred
Dining partners, including Swiss Chalet, Montana’s BBQ and
Bar, Harvey’s, Bier Markt, Kelsey’s, Milestones, East Side Mario’s,
Fionn MacCool’s and D’Arcy McGee’s. You can also snack
and save at other great CAA partners such as Kernels and
Marble Slab Creamery.

Your CAA card makes holiday shopping a cinch, with
deals just for CAA Members at major brand-name retailers like
RW&Co. and The Source.
Looking for a unique gift? Visit your nearest CAA Travel
Store for a great selection of travel accessories, from ultra-light
luggage in a variety of designs to travel bags with RFIDblocking technology and other smart gear. CAA Members
always save 15%. Plus, earn 0.5% back in CAA Dollars on
merchandise and attraction tickets at CAA Travel Stores.

Whether you need travel insurance for your big holiday
trip or the everyday protection of auto or home insurance, your
CAA card gives you access to a full suite of insurance products
designed to cover all of your needs. As a CAA Member, you’ll
also save money through Members-only discounts on coverage.

JOIN CAA
NORTH & EAST ONTARIO
Call CAA at 613-820-1890 or 1-800-564-6222 to
join Canada’s oldest and largest member-based
organization, CAA. You’ll get roadside assistance,
exclusive travel deals and special Member savings
like these. Visit caarewards.ca for offer details!

Going abroad? Show your CAA card at your nearest
CAA Travel Store to receive exclusive discounts on passport
photos. Classic Members get one photo for $8.50 (plus tax),
while Plus and Premier Members can look forward to one
free photo per year.

® Bier Markt, D’Arcy McGee’s, East Side Mario’s, Fionn MacCool’s, Harvey’s, Kelseys, New York Fries, Milestones, Montana’s and Swiss Chalet
are registered trademarks of Recipe Unlimited Corporation.
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snap shot

A SLIPPERY SLOPE IN

BANFF

MEMBER DESIREE ANSTEY
SUMMERSIDE, P.E.I.
DETAILS ICE CLIMBING AT
JOHNSTON CANYON IN ALBERTA

“Nestled in the heart of
the Bow Valley Parkway
is Johnston Canyon.
My husband, Terry, and I
bundled up early in the
morning and hiked the
trail overlooking the
frozen waterfalls to this
scenic lookout, where we
captured a climber scaling
the curtains of ice. This
place is magical in winter.”

SNAP AND SHARE!
Do you have a great vacation
photo you’d like to see in
CAA Magazine? Send it to us
and you could be featured
in an upcoming issue! Go to
caamagazine.ca to share.
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EXPERIENCE WILDERNESS WONDERLAND.
Carve your way through the Pacific Northwest and the
Canadian Rockies onboard the world-renowned Rocky Mountaineer train.
Indulge all of your senses as you wind through awe-inspiring scenery, complemented
by exquisite cuisine, vibrant storytelling, and impeccable service.
Journey to a place that’s truly above and beyond extraordinary.

Ask about Rocky Mountaineer’s current promotional offer for added value.
CAA Double Member Benefit-CAA Members booking a 2019 Circle Journey or a
Coastal Passage vacation receive double the standard Rocky Mountaineer CAA
Member Benefit, up to $400* per couple merchandise credit to use onboard the train.

Ask CAA about amazing Member-exclusive benefits on select Rocky Mountaineer
packages! Call 1-844-202-8045 to book your Canadian Rockies adventure.
Terms & Conditions: *The CAA Double Member Benefit Merchandise Credit is valid for new qualifying 2019 Rocky Mountaineer Circle Journey and Coastal Passage package bookings. 8 days or more in GoldLeaf Service receive $200 per adult Onboard Merchandise Credit ($400
credit per couple). 8 days or more in SilverLeaf Service receive $100 per adult Onboard Merchandise Credit ($200 credit per couple). 4-7 days in GoldLeaf Service receive $100 per adult Onboard Merchandise Credit ($200 credit per couple). 4-7 days in SilverLeaf Service receive
$70 per adult Onboard Merchandise Credit ($140 credit per couple). Redemption of merchandise credit is only available onboard the Rocky Mountaineer train. Additional conditions apply. Must be a qualifying CAA Vacations® cruise or tour vacation. Certain Restrictions apply.

You don’t need Ronald Peanutbutter’s life insurance.
You need life insurance that’s right for YOU.
Use our simple online recommendation tool to calculate your personal life insurance needs,
based on your age, family status, financial situation and more. We’ll suggest an affordable amount
that will help protect your family’s financial future, plus the term that best suits your needs.
Choose a term of 5, 10, 15, 20 years—or for your lifetime.

caalifeandhealth.ca
1-888-334-4561

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association. Manulife and the Block Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its
affiliates under licence. Available to Canadian residents only. © 2018 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Conditions, limitations and exclusions apply. See policy for details.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.com/accessibility for more information.

